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SIR WILLIAM PEPPERRELL, 
AINE as a district and as a state has, had four 
of her citizens knighted for activities of 
worth and super-importance by the English 
government : Sir William Phips, in the 
seventeenth, the first Sir William Pepperre11 
and the s·econd Sir WHliam P.epperrell in 
the eighteenth, and S!r Hiram Maxim in the nineteenth 
century. 
The parents of the first and the last named were poor 
in worldly affairs, and unable to bestow upon their children 
such educational privileges as the youth of their times, ,who 
were more fortunately circumstanced, generally received. 
With the exception of the second Pepperrell none ·of them 
were college .graduates. Phips, especially, was born and~· 
reared in conditions of real destitution. ' 
Sir William Pepperrell's father had acquir·ed some 
property, had estalblished;::"fl. profitable commercial business 
and his children never .knew from actua1 experience the 
meaning of poverty as .the Phips family or even, in a lesser 
degree, as did the Maxim·s. 
His father, Colonel William Pepperell, was a W elshman1 
a native of Ravistock Parish, near Plymouth in w·ales.1 
The e~a.ct date of his birth· is not known. His parents were 
of the common lwboring folk and, when twenty-two years of 
age, lle left hiE? native shores for America .and 'Settled on 
the. Isles of Shoals, someten.ortwelve miles from. the mouth 
of the Merrim~c,. within the borders of what is now the 
state of New Hampshire, and nine miles southerly from 
Kittery Point. Here he pursued the vocation of deep sea 
fishing fo:r .several years, during which time he accumulated 
a small amount of money that he inveE?ted in fishing boats, 
which he let to neighbors less frugal or fortunate than 
himself. This was the beginning of the foundation of 
what was at that time an immense fortune'·-a.ud that gave 
the · P·epperell family wide-s·pre·ad influence and power 
throughout the colony as well as an enviable credit and 
ft)putation in England. 
(1) U~her .Par~o.n~· Life of Sir. William Pepperrell (Boston, 1855) p. 1., 
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A few years priot'" to this John ·Bray emigrated from 
England to America and made a home for himself and 
family at Kittery Point. He was an expert boat builder 
and later became a large builder and owner of ships. He 
also acquired ·wealth a:nd was a man of prominence in the 
community. 
One of his family was a daughter, Margery, less than 
two years of age when he s·ailed from England and when 
he begun life at Kittery Point. Young P.epperrell -fre-
quently ha<l :business with John Bray. So, after a residence 
of five or six years there, and after having met and become 
acquainted and much smitten with-the charms of the daugh-
ter, Margery, then 1a comely gjrl in her 'teens, he naturially 
decided that Kittery was a more promising location for him 
than the rather 'barren and lonesome Isles of Shoals, which 
boasted of no such attractive young girl among its settlers 
as Margery Br1a.y. When she wlas seventeen PeppereU 
sought her hand in marriage but her tender years were 
offered as an objection by her parents. The young man 
from Wales prospered in fishing, shipping and trade, and 
when Margery had attained to whiat her father ·conceived 
to be a proper age for wedlock, he wisely consented to the 
union and made the happy couple a wedding gift of a piece 
of land, the site of the present Pepperrell mansion in 
Kittery. 
When Captain John Smith visited Piscataqua in 1614, a · 
large Indian population flourished there. This Indian set-
tlement was called Newichewannocks, whose ·sachem lived 
at Quampega.n (now South Berwick). Soon afterward a 
fatal epidemic swept off ·a lrarge portion of his tribe, making 
it more :;tccessible for English settlers who began to arrive 
as •early as 1623. In the early y·ears houses were erected in 
the Pis0ataqua valley near the water?s edge.. The commu-
ni,cation between settl·ers was carried on by water for . the 
first fifty years ; then rough bridle . paths were constructed 
through the woods. The building of log houses was gradu-
ally _extended away from the coast line and ·along these 
paths, whi·ch eventually developed into ·highways f9r ox-
carts, ·chaises and other vehicles of that day, and the high 
power automobiles of this day. 
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·Mills increased on the small rivers and lumber and 
ship-timber floated down the riveT in r.afts to ibe ·Shipped to 
various European and American ports. But the most ex-
tensive and lucrative busines.s was the fisheries. This 
became a gr,eat industry. ·They were carried to many parts 
of the world and exchanged for tobacco, and corn from 
the south; for tropical goods from the W~est Indies; dry 
goods, sails, naval stores, cordage, wines and fruit from 
-England, ··Sp·ain, and Portugal. It was this business that 
the Pepperr.eUs and Brays were engaged in. 
The disastrous Indian war of King Philip, in 1675, was 
a fatal blow to these prosperous people. And after its 
cloHe Indian deprred1ations continued to· such an extent that 
there was but littl:e change for the better until Governor 
Phips in 1693, built forts at Pem.aquid and at the mouth of 
the Saco river. · Yet the Pepperrells, conducting a busines~ 
on the ocean, did not suffer from the raids and conflagra-
tions of the Indians, following the cloHe of the King Philip 
war, as did many others on the M~aine coast. They pros--~ 
pered and with their surplus earnings invested in lands 
until they became the largest land owners in that vicinity.,.,~,·,. 
William Pepperrell, Junior, Sir William Pepperrell, was 
born at Kittery Point, June 27;.1696. As a 'boy he attended 
the villag~e school where ·he acquired only rudimentary 
learning; but under the guide of a competent private tutor 
he was taught land survreying, becam•e proficient in ship 
navigation a:nd learned ~something of' geography. From 
childhood to manhood he lhned in the midst of savage war-
· fare rand breathed the ai:I: of s·elf-protection by the 'shedding 
of 1blood~ .·The ~vents, which he heard the most of as a 
youth, were tales of. Indians burning. villages.·and scalping 
his neighbors all the way from Kitte.r'y;,. Point to Casco Bay. 
Reared among. such scenes it was ohly natural that he 
sh?~~d have been imbued with a military spirit· when only 
a Ia,;d. At sixteen he aided in keeping ward and watch, and 
bore arms. in patrol duty. On the death of his only brother, Andrew, the firm 
na,me of William P·epperrell & . Son was changed to· T~ 
.William Pepp1errells. · 
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When .not attending school, he assisted in his father's 
store which was 1aborious, for they dealt in provisions, 
naval stores and similar heavy merchandis·e. His recrea.., 
tions were generally water sports with boys and girls, who 
were the children of fishermen, and hunting. game in the 
adjacent forests. Thus, both his work and play tended to 
promote muscul1ar development ~and the power of enduring 
fatigue. They gave him a robust frame and vigorous men .. 
tal quality. Such a life ever.makes strong men, physically, 
mentally and morally. · 
.,. In 1716 the Pepperrells bought of the agents of Ben-
. j'amin Blackman who had purchased it from the original 
proprietors, Gibbons and Bonython, a large tract of land 
which included a considerable portion of what is now the 
city of Saco, extending from the ocean s~veral miles along 
the Saco river. Within it were the water powers where are 
situated. the cotton mills and other manuf~aetories of that 
busy town. This purchase, while made in the name of the 
elder Pepperrell, was purchased for his son, William, then 
a minor, and ·Sl}bsequently conveY'ed to him. In 1729 young 
Pepperrell bought land adjoini;gg:.,to such an extent that he 
was soon the sol·e owner of nearly all of Saco, then named 
P·epperrellboro, and Scarboro. He erected mills and sold . 
lots to settlers, all of which increased their income and 
constantly augmented the value of their estates. Soon 
after the Saco purchase he arrived at the age of twenty-one 
years. He assumed, as a pa.rtner of the firm of P.epperrells, 
the duties of an outside manager, having charge of the 
improvem·ents made there and of contracting for the build-
ing of vessels on the Piscataqua and Saco rivers. 
That ship building had become very profitable wit;h 
them is illustrated by the fact tihat the ship carpenters 
of the Thames complained to the government in 1724 th~t 
their trade was· being inlpaired by the Pepperrells and 
other ·ship ·builders in N·ew England~ For the purpos·e ·of 
favoring British. manufacturers, Parliament had prohibited 
the manufacture Qf woolens in Amer:irca for exportation 
from one colony to another, and in London were favored 
by an ~ct forbidding the hfttters of • the colonies to employ 
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more than one ·ap·prentice. H·ence, fostering colonial ship 
building harmonized with England's narrow and s•elfish 
policy of restricting manufacturing here and incidentally 
inured to the welfare of the Pepperrells. 
The younger Prepperrell also conducted much of the 
trade of his firm with Boston and in London. Theirs had 
an ascendency over all other mercantile houses in New 
England. Thus the young man was brought into a close 
~nd intimate connection with the . public men in Boston. 
This led to an entrrance into the delightful B~ston aristoc-
racy of that period, by which me·ans he cultivated courtly 
manners and an address of ease and politefil•ess. Tlhe his· 
tory of the Puritans has been written for us ~n. two kinds 
and by two classes of writers. One by the methodicaL 
historians and plodding antiquarians, by those delving into 
t~e ·dry details of all the events ; the other by the poet, the 
, dramatist, and the novelist. Both have ·instructed us 
''land pleased our fancy. Upon Hawthorne's pages we behold 
·· the ancient Puritan society; austere, solemn, prayerfl;ll, 
rigid; and we also see the later colonial ;;tJ:!istocracy, la1ced 
and powdered, with its· dignified and proper dancing 
and amateurish indtUlgence in frivolities which their 
forbears had forbidden as having been designed only 
by· and for the enemies of God.·· Williani Pepperrell 
lived in the days of the latter. With them he 
was a favorite. At an early age honors sought him:--; 
He was commissioned justice of the peace at the endi 
·of his minority and was soon offered the captaincy of/ 
a company of cavalry. IFrom this he was promoted to\ 
m.aj or and then made colonel, which placed him in com- · 
mand of all the militia of Maine. In 1726 he was choselJ/ 
:representativ-e to the Gene~al Court from Kittery, which · 
then included Eliott! •and the year following received further 
political p;romOition as appears by the following notice: · 
Boston, June 1, 1727. 
SIR,,..-l am directed iby the Honorable Lieutenanto~Governor and 
Council to acquaint you that you are elected and appointed a eouncil-
lor or assisltant for lthe ensuing year, and that your attendance at the 
coundl-.bdard is ·desired as soon as may )be. 
Your ilmmible servant, 
J. WILLARD. 
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Among the Boston families which William met socially 
was that of Grove Hirst, a man of distinction in the colony. 
He was a successful mercthant, had acquired much wealth, 
was well known and influential throughout New England. 
His wif,r.:_was a daughter of Judge Sewell of the Supreme 
Court. \!he Hirsts were connected b~,.,marriage with that 
most excellent, famous and eccentric individual whose 
name and doings are strangely intertwined with almost 
everything and eVierybody of ·consequence in ea:rly York or 
Kittery, the I\everend William Moody, bette·r known as 
Parson Moody.) 
Grove Hirst had a daughter pr·epossessing and attrac-
tive e.nd rc~arded as a beautiful young lady ·by young 
Pepperrell and one other that we have inform.ation of. He 
had met the lady in the social circles of Boston and when 
she was visiting Parson Moody's, he made frequent calls 
and was quite attentive to her. The other admirer chanced 
to'·be none other than the parson's own son who was. a 
sdhoolmaster in York. Possibly an embarrassing situation. 
But Pepperrell wa:s successful in love as wen, as after- · 
wards, in war, and succeeded in winning Mary's affections 
and on March 16, 1723, they weve united in marri·age. , 
The Pepperre11 mansion at Kittery was enlarged a·nd 
became their home. 
/]:n 1730 Governor Belcher 'had a friend whom. he desired 
to make derk of the Court of Common Pleas, but this was 
. a prerogative of the judges to appoint and. they preferred 
the old incumbent. A s:ort of dead-lock or political con-
test was on bet:ween the governor and the court. It was 
furious but short. While the court were not compelled to 
obey his wishes he pos1sessed the· power. to summarily re-
move them and appoint others in their places./This he im-
mediately· proceeded. to do. His new -appoin'fees were Wih 
liam Pepperrell, Junior, chief justice; Samuel Came, Tim-
othy Gerri:sh, and Joseph Moody, associates. In this arbi-
trary fashion the governor succeeded in placing his favorite 
in offirce. This was Ame:dcan politics . in the first part of 
the eighteenth ·century. Mr. Pepperrell wa:s not a lawyer 
but set about in his usual energetic manner to qualify for 
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his new pq~ition. He commenced by ordering from London \ 
a law library. He read law as any law student would have 
done in those days., and devoted all of his spare moments to 
informing mmself regarding the rules of law and court pro-
cedure. ·.That he continued to hold thi~s place until his 
death, !n 175 is as·surance that he made a good judge. 
The ca whi·ch l~d to the capture of Louisburg in 
1'7 45 are ·· rt of the epic story of a N,ew France in the 
N·ew World. Dreamed of ·by the explorers and discoverers 
of the sixteenth, it was vitalized ·by the adventurers, mis-
sionaries ,and colonizers of the seventeenth •century and for 
mo~~ than a hundred years waiS a tragi·cal conflict between 
,~e · inglo-Saxon and the Latin for supremacy until Wolfe 
·captured Quebec in the eighteenth century. Acadia, in-
cluding ancient. Nova Scotia, and English settlements along 
the··sea ·coa·st and rivers of Maine, constituted much of its 
battle ground. Cape Breton, an ·island guarding the ap-
proaches to the St. Lawrence, was in the early part of the 
seventeenth century in the possession of the English col-
onists. By treaty ·in 1632 it wa:s restored to france. In 
1710 with the fall,of Port Royal, which was· taken by New 
England troops •and renamed Annapolis, Cape Breton again 
fell to the Englishla:s didthe rest of Acadia. The English 
held this island hy posses·sion until the treaty of Utrecht 
in 1713, when what is now .Nova Scotia was ceded to Great 
Britain, France retaining the island of Cape Breton and re-
naming it Isle Royale. This was all of New France that 
then remained of all her Atlantic pos·sessions. 
France immediately begun to fortify the harbor, for- . 
merly known 1as English Harbor, giving it a new name, 
Louisburg, in honor of. the French monarch, Loui~s XIV. 
Whether or not the English repres·entatives at Utrecht 
overlooked the s/ltegic importance of this situation is not 
clear. But it was a menace to the interests of Great Britain 
a!ld ·her colonial posses:sions. A fortified seaport on the 
a,cean front. of the. i~land could not be otherwise. Ever 
~ s~ince the days >Of. Governor Phips, New Engl>and had been 
{ncessant in warning the home government of the dangers 
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of French invasion, but many times without avail. Gener-
ally the English administrations did not take a lively inter-. 
est in anything regarding America!ll affairs until some 
serious, international condition developed in European poli-
tics that endangered her colonial interests. Such a situa-
tioo arose in 17 43. 
Engl•and had been involved in war with S·pain. It was 
feared that the reverses of Spain would drive her to draw-
ing France into the conflict as an ally and leaders in New . 
England had foreseen it and striven to ~awaken the govern-
ment to what seemed to them impending perils. Events 
during the first of that year proved their fears to be well 
grounded. Early in October a government schooner ar-:-
rived at Boston from Engl,and, 'bringing dispatches to all 
the governors that in ten days after her departure war with 
France would he declared, and orders from Admiralty to 
all naval commanders on the coas·t to prepare for hostilities. 
Colonel Pepperreil received the :f5ollowing letter from 
Governor Shirley: 
Bo.ston, October. 10, 1743. 
Sir-Having received advices from Great Britain that there is 
great danger of a rupture with France, I think it necessary and ac-
e<>rdingly direct you forthwith to advise the exposed towns and 
settlements hereof, and to take proper ·care that the inhabitants secure 
themselves and families against any sudden assault from the Indians, 
and that they do not expose themselves by being too fa:r fr·om home 
lin this rtime or danger, and that the comparn'd.es in your l"elgiment that 
are not much exposed, be in rea'd!iness to reHev·e anw of the neighbor-
ing pl1aces in case there should he any oceasdon f:or it. I am, Sir, 
Your friend and s·ervant, 
W. SHIRLEY. 
On the 13th, Pepperrell writes to all his captains a Qopy 
of\ the foregoing, and· adds: 
'"J I hope that he who gave us our breath Will give us the courage 
and prudence to behave ourselves like true-horn Englishmen. 
Your friend and humble servant, 
W. PEPPERRELL~ 
Fr,ance declared war March 15, 1744, and England two 
weeks later. The people in no part of the colonies too1;t 
deeper interest in the preparati,on for the caprture of Lo{liS.v 
burg than did the inhabitants 13.long the coast of Maine, who 
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for years had endured so ·much suffering and distress from 
the· Indian allied with the French against the English. It 
was the principal theme of conversation in every home, 
shop, mill and stor·e and in all the pulpits as well. Boston 
realized .better than I .on don _t.h.~--n~cessi~~-qf wresting 
Louisburg from the French if safety t~o trade and-'tia.viga-
tionaoo .. the very existence of the colonies was to be 
insured. Eac:tt. :province at that time maintained one or 
more arme(fves·sels. The General Court was divided upon 
the .expediency of undert~king this enterprise without 
powerful aid from England. A large number of its mem-
bers were conservative, lacked faith in the pos.si'billty of 
success and opposed it. • Had a less resolute and resourceful 
man than Shirley been governor the project would probably 
have failed of m•aituring. The governor's · foresight was 
greater than any of the others and his determination to 
accomplish his purpose was unwavering. In the latter part 
of 17 44 he wrote letter.s to the ministry imploring them to 
.co ... operate with !him in protecrting colonial interests. Early 
in January ( 17 45) orders were dispatched to Commodore 
Warren, thep. at the West India station, to proceed to New 
England with his squadron and co-operate with Governor 
Shirley jn protecting the fisheries. The whole subject of 
the proposed expedition h'ad to be acted upon by the General 
Court. The governor desired to know in advance what its 
action would be. Then he deemed it necessary 'that for a;' 
time all of the •plans should remain a secret. Early in 
J.anuary he reque·sited. it.s members to take an oath of 
secrecy regarding ·a proposition that he was about to lay 
before them. Secrecy was . observed for some days until a 
~ember of the legislature, who wa.s a pious dea:con, and had 
a habit of raising his voice when talking to the Lord, was 
overheard in his private devotions invoking Heaven for its 
blessings. upon . the governor'·s secret pl•ans. When it thus 
became known the boldness of the. scheme astounded every-
one. It was· referred to a committee who reported adverse-
1.);: .. and it was supposed that it was . on the dis~catd pile 
forever. But Shirley could not thus be thwarted. He· 
caus~d petitions from merchants in Boston, Salem and 
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other parts to be cir.culated and presented to the legisl·ature, 
requesting a re~consideration of its 'action. After quite a 
protracted debate a final vote was taken, January 26, 17 45. 
Shirley's friends carried it by a majority of one vote. From 
that time on the people of the colonies were seething with 
patriotism.· All were united on protecting American in-
terests by removing once for all from this continent the 
·· French men~ace. 
;· The first and most difficult task before Governor Shirley 
' /was the choice of a commander of the expedition. New 
{England had no tr,ained military officers of experience. 
j After much consideration and consultation with public men 
\ of the col·onies, the selection of WilUam Pepperrell, of 
"'·Kittery, was decided upon. He was weH and favorably 
known throughout New EngLand, was extensively engaged 
in the fisheries, popular and wealthy. In the vernacular of 
today he was a good "mixer," of agreealble manners and had 
long held the office of pre.sident of the governor's council. 
This patriotism was unquestioned and an had faith in his 
sterling qualities and a belief that he would succeed. Hav-
ing decided after considerable hesitation to accept of the 
command, he entered on the duties with his usual tenacity 
and determination. He adVlanced five thousand pounds to 
the province from his own fortune. The enlistment was 
rapid, owing much of irbs succes·s to the popularity of· Col-
onel Pepperrell. Religious feeling ran high. Pepperrell 
took Parson Moody along as chaplain of his regiment. The 
good parson's religious zeal ingrained with more or less 
bigotry impelled him to ,carry upon his shoulder a hatchet 
"for the purpose of destroying images in the French 
Catholic ·churches." Deacon John Gray of Biddeford wrote 
Pepperrell: "0 that I could be with you and dear Parson 
Moody in that church, to destroy the images there set up 
and hear the true gospel there preached."2 In less than 
two months from the day the court voted, a military force 
of 4,220 men had been recruited. Of these, 3,2,50 men were 
from Massachusetts, about one-third of which were :fr .n 
Maine. a Pepperre'll now !bore the military title of l!Jieu~. 
tenant-General. 
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Nova Scotia proper extended westward from the Strait 
of Canso to Gape Sable and was then in posses·sion of the 
English who had two .garrioned forts in it, one at the 
mouth of the Strait on ·an i.sktnd called" Canso, and the other 
on the north side in the Bay of Fundy, called Port Royal, 
or Annapolis. The commander at Louisburg on hearing 
that w~r . had been declared attacked and captured the 
Canso ~arrison and conveyed the prisoners to Louisburg 
before the news of the decliaration of war had reached Bos-
ton. A ·silll.ilar expedition .. was directed against the fort at 
Annapolis but Governor Shirley anticipating hostilities had 
sent reinfo~cements which enabled it rto repel the assault. 
This was the situation when Pepperre11 with his troops left 
Boston March 24, 17 45, and arrived at Oanso on the· first 
day of April. . Pepperrell sailed from Canso and landed on 
the place selected tlie fo1lowing morniJ:l,K~} Commander_ 
Warren, learning on his way ibo .Boston that :p~pperren had 
sailed, ,changed his course.for .. CaP:~9· 
Space will not permit us to descrihe the siege in detail . 
. On May 7, Pepperrell and Warren sent to Commander 
Duchambon, in t·he nanie of the .king, a demand to sur~ 
render. This Duchambon refused tp do. There was some 
misunderstanding between Pepperrell and Warren before a 
complete co-operation of their forces was perfected. Late . 
in the afternoon of the 15th day of June, Duchambon sent 
a flag of truce to Pepperrell's lines, asking for, a suspension 
of hostilities and terms of capitulation. These were agreed 
to and finaHy·compleited ·on rthe 16th and on Jqne 17th the · 
provincial troops entered Louisburg at the ·southwest g:ate \ 
with General Pe:prperrell and Colonel Brpdstreert' at the head 
of the column ~and the other higher officers in the rear. The 
French troop.s were stationed in front of their 1bara.cks. Dr. 
HenryS. Burrage in his Maine at Loutsburg (supra.) page 
42, ·in describing this scene ~says : 
Salutations were exchanged, and then the French "with their 
arms, music and standards" marched down to the shore, and ·were 
taken on !board the transports which were to return th~m to their 
native land,. 
(2) lb. 52. . ' 
'(3·) :Maine at Louisburg, Burrage, p, 21. 
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About two thous·and of the inhabitants of the city, six 
hundred and fifty v.eteran troops, thirteen hundred and ten 
miUti'a, and the crew of the French war vessel, the Vigilant, 
were transported to France, requiring fourteen ships for 
their removaL 
As Pepperrell viewed the magnitude and strength of the 
enemy',s fortifications, he eX!claimed, "The Alm-ighty:, of a 
truth, has been with us." 
Directly .after the surrender of Louisburg, General Pep- . 
perrell gave a banquet to the officers who had so bravely' 
conducted the siege. Some of the gentlemen expressed 
their apprehension that dinner would be ·s:poiled waiting for 
the chaplain's long blessing. But for once the parson sur-
prised and pleased them with brevity. When all were ready, 
Mr. Moody lifted up his hands and eyes to heaven and s·aid : 
Lord, the merdes: thou hast ibestowed, and thy mercies and bene-
fits have !been so wonderful, t<hat time is too short to express our sense 
of thy goodness; we must leave it for the work of ete·rnity. Fill us 
with gratitude, and ble:ss what is set befoTe us on tthis occasion of joy, 
for the ·sake of ·Christ our Lord. Amen. 
The capture of Loui~burg inscribed on its pag·es a new 
chapter in the history of the world; a forward step in the 
progress of American independence was taken and a new 
name added to the roll of Anglo-Saxon heroes and patriots. 
Among the officers and soldie~s eng,aged in thi·s expedi-
tion, who were then and later prominent in the public 
affairs of the District of Maine, .were General Samuel 
Waldo, whos·e name by reason of the "Waldo Patent," and 
\;in other ways, is indis·soluibly interwoven with our early 
hist~ory; · Colonel Jeremiah Moulton, Colonel Dudley Brad-
.street, Colonel Arthur Noble, Morris O'Brien, then fron1 
Scarboro, and lart·er of M·achi·as, and father of J eremi~h 
O'Brien, who planned and organized the capture of the 
British. armed cUitter, the M.argaretta, in Machias Bay, June 
12, 1775; and the first .i\.merkan to haul down the British 
fl'ag in a naval battle. 
Pepperrell remained at· Louisbur~g until July 4, 17 46, 
when he departed for his home in Kittery. Du,ring all the 
time of his tarry there hi~ duties were arduous, his 
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responsibilities great, and his trials, discourag,ements and 
perplexities many. 
The Louisiburg affair was. a most excellent preparatory 
course for the .g-reat drama of the revolution that fate had . 
in store for them a Uttie more than a quarter· of a century 
later. It was music from the same old fifes .and drum·s used 
at Louisburg ·that rallied the patriots at Lexington and 
Bunker Hill. I:t·s recollection strengthened their confidence 
and self-reliance and inspired them with a new spirit of 
nationalism. Sta~tesmen of foresight in other parts of the 
world realized that a new factor iii Us ·affairs had appeared. 
Mr. Hartwell said, in the House of Gomm:ons, in 1775, that 
the colonists 
'.;,!'took Louisburg from the French singLe-handed without any Euro-
pean assistance,-as mettled an . enterprise as ·any in our· histo~y,­
an everlasting memorial to the zeal, courage, and per.seve!r.ance of the 
troop.s otf New Engliand." 
Yet stubborn stupidity blinded the eyes of royalty in 
1776, and the birth of a new nation dedicated to freedom 
and human rights resulted . 
.. ~The children of S'ir William and Lady Mary (Hirst)· 
Pepper:rell Jer·e Elizaibeth, b. December 21}, . 1723, and 
Andrew, b. January 4, 1726. They had two other children 
who died in infancy. Elizabeth married Nathaniel Spar-
hawk, May 1, 17 42. Their son, William Spar hawk, by the 
will of his grandfather, Sir William, became heir to his 
great estate, conditioned that he should chari'ge his name to 
Pepperrell. Ill pursuance of thi:s his name was changed to 
Pepperrell by the Legislaure of Massachusetts. In October, 
1774, .fifteen years after the decease of his grandfather he 
wa.s created a Baronet. 4 He married .a daughter of Colonel 
Jg,ac RoyaU of Medford. He was a pronounced 'royalist 
and at the beginning of.the Revolution (1775) went with 
his wi~e to· England where he lived until llis death in Lon .. 
don, December 2, 1816, when the' title ~became extinct. 
· Andfe'W Pepperrell, the second child of Sir William, 
graduated with· honors at Harvard College in 17 43. . A 
(4) Amerie~n. Baronets No. 5, .p. 150, No. 6, p. 187, No• 8, p. 250. Putna:m.'a 
Ma.g. for Sept. 1857, v~ X. p. 407. 
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writer of those times in speaking of him says: "To per-
sonal ·beauty in him were added grace of m~nners and 
. elegant accomplishment·s, rarely attained in our hemisphe;re 
at that period." 
In 1746 he was bethrothed to a highly accompUshed and 
beautiful young lady, Mis1s Hannah Waldo, daughter of 
General Samuel Waldo, associated with . his father in the 
siege of Louisburg. They had been warm friends for a 
life-time and their famHies were on terms of the closest 
intimacy. The aHiance was hailed with joy in both homes. 
And right here we find ourselves within the realm of 
ro~e--romance that has enchantment and yet i:s 
str.ange; where love intertwines with tragedy and all is 
overshadowed with mystery. Fqr a half century thi·s sitory 
seems to have run down through the pages o! history in 
this wise: t'hat the wedding day was appointed; wonderful 
preparations were made in a style and magnitude never 
before 'known in New F;ngland! It brought not only the 
elite from Maine, but distinguished society people frmn 
other parts of the colonies as well, for all were de-
lighted to contritbute to the h~ppiness of and to do honor t~· 
the ~son and daughter of •twd 9I their beloved .heroes o.f 
Louisburg. That at the last moment before itte entire as• 
sembly the br'ide discarded iong yea:r:s o.f dev~ted ·love and 
blighted the life of her lover by. a,bruptly declining to give · 
her hand in wedlock; and. that Andrew, disappointed· and 
heart-broken on the second day, t]1 reafter, dropped dead in 
the streets of Portsmouth, ~and .t on the third· day the 
wedding party, gathered from far and near :for a merry . 
marriage feast, followed hi·s cold remains tq the silent tomb 
of hi·s ancestors for their eternal rest.5 ·Usher Parsons 
wrote the Life of Sir WilHam Pepperell in 1855. In this 
work the author pwbUshes ~certain letters as a "vindication" 
of Miss Waldo. He states that the "Pepperrell . papers 
have been sc~ttered to the four winds1' and that it was ·only · 
after much research "that ·enough have been gathered . to 
set the affair right." Several of these letters, which passed 
·between Sir William 1and General Waldo, are exceedingll[ 
~-'·. 
(5} Corwi.n's Journal and Letters, p. 582; 
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friendly, expressing mutual· hope that the union would be 
consummated. Nathaniel Sparhawk, in one of his letters, 
wr~e: · 
The Qow affair between Andrew Hep.perreill and Miss Waldo, now 
()f four years·' durartion, i's srtill pending, much to l(fue annoyance of 
both :f.amilies, ~as well as urying to the paitience of the young lla·dy . .s 
That all of their friends and relatiVIes took a hand in 
helping on the match s·eems apparent. Stephen Waldo, a 
merchant of Boston, and .a relatiVIe of Waldo, Wl."lote ·to 
Andrew: 
I !hope, my friend, it wiN nrot be l·ong ibefo·re we have the pleasure 
of seeing you in town to disappoint the enemies as well as to complete 
the approaching plieasiU're, which you have in view, in; e.njoying the 
ISiociety ()f so crhrarming ·and desi,r,a:Me a young lady as is Misrs Hannah 7. 
It appears that there was much procrastination in the 
a:ffi~ir to the evident vexatlon ot ~an their friends. Some, 
if not all of this was. caused . by the HI health of Andrew. 
Parson says : 
* '!< * but a few days before the one appointed for the wedding 
arrived, Andrew wrote to her that circumstances ihad occurred which 
woUJld make it necessary to defer it to another day whli.eh he named 
as more convenient ·to hlim!self. * * * She returned no answer; the 
guests from f .. and near, mini1slter rand ail'l, a·srsembled at the ap-} 
pointed place, when she enjoyed the· ,sweert revenge of telling Andrew 
that she would. not ma>rry one who had occa.sioned her so much morti-
fication, and 'who coold not ·have that love and friends1hip for her that 
was necesSia'!'IY to her happiness. 
That it was a bitter 'tlisappointment to the two families 
is proven ;by thes!e ·letters. General W altlo wrote Sir Wil-
Ham from London: ' 
I was greattly chagrined 'at the news of my daughter's changing 
her miJnd '.3nd dismi1S!Sing your son: ,after tihe visit you mention, Whicll 
I was apprised of iby 1her, and conclu.ded the affair would have ihad the 
issu~ I had tong expected and desired. 
Parsons naively remarks that 
The young lady enjoyed more eonsolation than any of them. Ia 
less than six weeks she was led to the altar by Thomas Fluker, Ee-
qudr~, secretary ·of the p~vinee~. 
(6) Parsons• supra, p. 219. 
('7} lb. 
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From the evidence produced by Parsons that part of 
the Curwin accounts retlative to Andrew'·s sudden death in 
Portsmouth seems to fail. Other writers since Parsons, 
like Willia•m Goo'ld in his "Portland in the Past" seem to 
concur in the conclusions arrived at by him regarding this 
epi'sode. And yet we cannot escape the thought that 
· possibly the Honora:b~~ Secretary and Miss Waldo, had 
they so desired, oould! have· rel~ted something that :might 
have made ·it all cleat·er than it has ever been ·since the 1 
day,s of their ill-fated betrothal. 
Whatever the f·act·s may have been, is there riot buried 
in that musty bit of eighteenth century history, material 
for a fascinating tale of love and in:trigue? , · 
And here we may be paoooned for diverting to the fact 
that when the first ibelchings of the ~merican Revolution 
startled an amazed world, 'a young Boston rebel was deeply 
in love with Lucy F1luker, a daughter of this union, much 
to the regret of her aristocratic parent·s who were fervent 
l·oyalists. It was a ca~e of flagrant di,sobedience if not of 
actual elopem.errt, when in defiance of parental authority 
she .persisted in marrying the one who later becam·e the 
Patriots' he·ro and W ashington',s friend, General Henry 
Knox. 
Regarding his grandson who inherited his fortune and 
title, Cecil Cutts Howard in a brochure, The Pepperrells of 
America, ~says : 
William Peppe['rell Sparhawk born in 1746, married Oct. 24, 
1767, ·Elizabeth, daughter of Mary (Mcintosh) R1oyall of Medford, 
Mass. He became chief heir of his ·grandfather (Sir William Pep-
perrell) on >Condi1!ion that, at twenty-one years of age, he should drop 
the name of Sparhawk and be known as Sir Wwlliam Pepperrell. 
. (8) Judge Samuel Curwin, author of Curwin's Journal and Letters (supra) was 
of the old New England family of that name and was born in Salem in 1715, and 
graduated at Harvard in 1735 .. He was engaged in commercial pursuits and a ,per-
son of great influence in the colony. He was captain of a company under General 
Pep:perrell at Louisburg. When the war of the Revolution broke out he remained 
a loyalist and removed to England. He was an intimate friend of the second Sir 
William Pepperrell, also a· loyalist, who fled to England. Thus he must have had 
first hand knowledge of the Pepperrell 'family. He was a :r;nari of learning and· 
ability as is fully disclosed by his writings. The work above referred to contains, 
6esides the journal and letters, several sketches of Louisburg survivors, and noted 
loyalists, . one of which is ''The Pepperrells of Kittery," and in it is this account of 
Andrew. The material for this book was prepared and edited by George Atkinson 
Ward, A.M., a well-known historical writer, and .·published by Leavitt, Trow & Co., 
New York, and Wiley and Putnam, London, (third edition) in 1845. In view of these 
facts, it is hardly conceivable that Judge Curwin could have been so much in error 
as Parsons' version of the matter would indicate ; and even if he had been misled 
it is fully as strange that so careful a writer as Ward should not have discoveNd 
the fact. 
I 
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In 1767, on arriving at his majority, his grandfather's wishes 
were agreed to and he assumed the titile. ·He Jhas !been known ·as Sir 
William Second, and also, iru the. fami1y as "young Sir Wd;~liam.'' The 
~a.r before. ·assuming ·the title, he graduated from Harv:ard. College, 
and was later a councillor and mandamus councillor. A royalist, he 
:fled to Engl•and in 1775, with :his wife, ehildren and wife's parents 
and \kindred. His wife died • on board ·ship and was buried at Ha.Jifax, 
N. S., Oct. 8, 177·5. "Young Sir Wi[~iam'' received a gre•at de·aiJ. of 
attenti'On lin England ·and was painted by West, in a large ·group which 
represented him as he was when he presented his brotper Tories to 
the king, craving the King's most gracious favor. 
Judge Curwin in his work herein referred to says orf 
him: 
The fortune of General Pepperrell far exceeded any that had been 
amassed in New England, and his enterprise and puiblic spirit shed 
a widespread influence around. He loaned ·a large sum £or the fur-
therance &f the expedition he was destined to command. And not-
withstanding that Franklin and othr prominent men of the middle 
and southern provinces pronounced the contemplated sie:ge and attack 
of Louisburg to ibe Quixotic, so .satisfied was Pepperell of the feasi-
bility of the plan, :and that the reduction of that !stronghold of the 
tmemy was an oibjecrt of vaSJt importance, ·that he wHlingly hamrded 
fortune, fame, ·and life itself, for its accomplishment. 
His zeal in the bus1inesSJ imparted n'erw lif:e to the people, and he 
finally ·succeeded in influencing the ·co-ope'l'ation of all the New Eng-
land governm~nts. . 
F•ortune adhered to him in this, ·as in all his comme~cial enter-
prises, and to the good judgmeillt he disp~ayed, as weill as to his ex-
amp!le of per's1onal bravery, i\s the final SJuceess of the expedition mainly 
to be a ttriibuted. 
The Hoooraible Everett Pepperrell Wheeler of New 
.,....., .~ 
York, who has m·ade exhaustiv,e research into the history of 
Sir William Pepperrell, in a pamphlet published in 1910, 
entitled "Memorial i:rr·· ·support of the nomination of the 
name of Sir William Pepperrell, to· be .inscribed in the Hall 
of Fame for ·Great AmeTicans, '' gives a most able and valu-
able summary of· his career and ·achievements. From this 
we make the excerpts which follow: 
* * * He .'wa.s the most enterprising. and successful* colonial 
m~-rehant and one ,Qf the most distinguished colonial statesmen. 
lie was' a slcilful and srticcesSJf'!ll col'Onial ·general. Under his: 
la~~~srhip regime>nts froon flhe different coloitlJies leaTned ·to co-opera.te 
against. l'eguhir trooP'S entren1ch;ed be:hind strong fortifications. Tihe 
.. ' .. · .. ; . . . . ··':'.. '··. ' .. . .. : •' •' . ·. 
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veterans of Louisburg were the backbone of the New England forces 
at the !beginning of the revtorrutio.n. 
* * * He was a typical American; typri·cal of the time when 
the exigencies of life were such that a man of talent could not limit 
himself or his intelligence .to one .particular occupation, but when the 
necessities of the situation in whic-h our fathers were placed, com-
peHed him to play many parts, which rin a later ·and more -complex 
civilization would lbe fillled by different individuals. ' 
* * * J.ealousy on the part of Governor Shirley kept him from 
servi.oo rin lthe field ·at that time (1755), but he exerted himself active-
ly to raise trooips for the war then goring on with the French, and he 
was entrusted with the ·command .of the forces which guarded the 
frontiers of Maine ·and New Hampshire. Just as the war. began t<> 
be succe•s.sful, on the shth day of July, 1759, he died. 
* * * He was the most •conspicuous ·figure in America during 
the war of the Austr<ia•n .Succession and the Seven Years Vfar, and 
thus achieved a greater international reputation than a]ly American 
prior to the Revolution. Hi:s achievoeme:hts at Louisburg have been 
fuHy referred to. At the beginning of the Seven Years War, he was 
ap.pointed by the Crown a major-general ·and was efficient .and suc-
c·essful in the work entrusted to him by the Newcastle ministry. But 
the campaign geneTally was unrfortunate. When Pitt came into 
power he sent over two efficient generails, Amherst ·and Wolfe, and 
gave Pepp:errell ·the 'chierf command in the oolonie1s, appointin;g him a 
lieutenant general in the Royal Army. 
Had it not been for sic'kness he would naye · taken the field and 
actively shared the glories of Quebec and the capture of F·ort 
Duquesne. The plan of the campaign which led to the overthro·w of 
the French .sway in Canada, and prepared the way for the American 
rev:olution, was fought according to the plans laid down by Pe.pperrell. 
* * * A fisherman's SIOn, he raised Mmse,J.f to .honor ~and wea!lth. 
Allthough not bred a lawyer, he presided with ability as a Chief 
Jwstiee. Although not t1:1ained a soldier, lie commanded the armies of 
the oo;ranies wtth courage, fortitude, f.o!iesligfuit and ·success. No record 
h~s .ever leaped to light that ·casts a .shadow u1pton his memory. Just 
and uprig.ht in a11 his own dealings, he knew how to be genetous and 
merciful to others; fearless ·and :OO'solute himself, he knew how oo en-
courage <tJhe wavering, and ·s<timu~tate, the doubting. He wa:s polite 
without tnsin<OOr:ity, liberal and hosP'itable without extravagance. 
The one contro'llilllg' purpose of his life was duty. He became in 
youth a .member of the c~ongregational <;lhureh, and continued a de-
vout and cons1stent ·adherent to its princip~es. But ·he was free from 
that ntarrowness and bigotry that disfigure the characf.er of some of 
the New England ool·onial leaders. At home and abroad, in the 
counting ... house and in the IJegislature, on the bench or in command 
of the provincial army, he em®died in action the religious cGnvietion 
that became iJn youth an essential part-indeed, the foundation of his 
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whole character. Per·ha.ps the best e·vidence of this is that prosperity 
never made him arrogant, or marred the simpHcity and ·'Strai,ghtfor-
W81rdness of the man. And thus, to the day of his death, he end()yed 
alike. the confMence of the Indians in ·the Maine forests, the British 
Governors sent to rule the provinces, the merchants of Boston and 
London, the •aristocracy of Beacon street, and his neighbors at Kittert~ 
He was intimately friendly with Jonathan Edwards and others of 
t'h:at 1group of intelflectUJal•s of New E•ngltand, ·of whom Edwra-vds was 
a leader. His dlo.se .associate•s were pe'ople of culture and eminence. 
In these pages we have only attempted to slightly touch 
upon some of the principal incidents in the life of this 
famous son of Maine, beloved by the people of his province 
.and honored 1and respected· thy the governm,ent of Gre•at 
Britain. 
His military career is an impo~tant chapter in the 
history of the French wars from 1745 to 1758. 
He was one of the first, if not the very first, to advo-
cate building a fort on the Penob's·cot. .Subsequent t<> his 
death his advice was heeded and Governor Pownal erected 
the fqrtification (Fort Pownal) that bore his name and 
was of im·measurable i.mportance to the settlements of 
eastern Maine. ' 
His life work as a publicist and military leader was · 
really carrying into effeot the .same polict-a more vigorous 
one hy the crown awa,inst the French-that Governor 
Phips, another eminent Maine character, was the father ot 
nearly· a century before. ' 
Sir William Pepperrell died at his home in Kittery, 
July 6, 1759, and Lady Pepperrell died there November 
25, 1789. Pa,rsons (supra) P~ 320 says.: 
· ·His fune·ral dbsequies wer·e attended by a vast concourse. The . 
drooping flags at half mast on both shores of the Piscataqua, the 
solemn kne\H froiD, neighboring churches, the responsive minute-guns· 
from ~11 the batteries, and the mournful rumbling of muffled drums 
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Thetitle page of the we>rk of Cotton Mather, which is 
the foundation of v~ery much of the early history of New-
England, is as follows : 
MAGNALIA CHRISTI AMERICANA; 
THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY 
OF 
NEW ENGLAND, 
From its first planting, in the year 1620, unto the yea·r of 
our Lord 1698 
IN SEVEN BOOKS 
By the 
REVEREND AND LEARl\lED COTTON MATHER, 
D.D.F.R.S. ' 
And Pastor of the North Church in Boston, New England. 
first edition was published in London in 
the. year 1702, in a volume of ·seven hundred 
and eighty-eight pag·es. In 1852 this was 
republished by Silas Andrus in 
with a preface and "occasional notes by the 
Reverend Thomas· Robbins, D.D." again 
published by Silas Andrus & Son in 1853. 
It is a civil· and ecclesiasti·cal history of the earliest 
English settlements and plantations in New .England, hence 
it is one of the original sources for all who desire to study 
men and events of importance in that period. The author 
has been accused of credulity and bigotry and such accusa-
tions cannot he well denied. 
He was a fiery and hrilli·ant product of the times in 
whi-ch he lived and wrought; a leader in the days of credu-
lity and bigotry, and yet with all of hi$ prejudices and 
conceit he was one of the founders of American literature. 
The "Magnalia" is a curious 'blending of historical facts, 
the peculiar s·ecta:dan views of the .Puritans, cit1ations from 
the Bible and quotations from Greek and Roman classics 
and fro~ ]1early all the great chamcter~s in ancient history. 
Yet. the ·authenticity of his historical d1ata, when divested 
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of religious exaggerations, has . ever 'been ·and will doubt-
les·s always remain a standrard authority. I:t !s almost 
wholly to this work that one must resort to learn of the life 
of one of Maine's most famous rand worthy sons, for Cotton 
Mather was the only one of the early writers who wrote 
fully regarding him. ·He had at hand more facts pertain-
ing to him than had anyone else for he and his f~ather, 
Increase M~ather, were his contempol'laries. 
After devoting nearly five hundred words to citing 
examples of men of fame in the Roman Empire, and other 
parts of the world who had risen to great heights from 
obscurity and small beginnings, the author introduces Sir 
Willi:am Phips in this manner: 
For my reader now !being .satisfied that ·a persron being obscure in 
his original is ·not a~ways a just prejudice to an expectation of con-
siderable matters from him, I rshall now inf.orm hilm that this our 
Phips was born February 2, A.D. 1650, at a despicable p:J:anta·tion 
on the river Keillnebec, and almost the furtherest viHage of the east-
ern settlements of New Engl1aJlld.1 
Hi·s birthplace i.s on a point of l·and in the southern part 
of the town of Woolwich near a little bay, called "Bhips' 
Bay" and was not in any sense a "despicable" place. 
Re was the son of J~ames Phips and one of the younge·st 
of twenty -six children. James eame early to New England 
from Bristol, England. 
M~ather refer.s to the family in thi·s wise: 
Hirs fruitful mother yet Hving :h!ad no il.ess than twenty ... six 
children, whereof .twenty-one were sons; !but equivalent to them aU 
was W.iJUam, one of the youngest, whom his father dying left wi:th 
·hirs motlhe~r "keeping sheep lin the wildernes·s" untiJ. he was eighteen 
years old. 
During his boyhood da~s, struggling with his ~idowed mother 
:£or exi·stence, he was employed much of the time by sheep raisers and 
writers :have frequently aUuded to .him as "the .Shepherd boy of 
Wooflwich.''2 
(1) Mather's M·agnalia p. 167. 
(2) Ib 2. 
"A Manuscript Acc.ounrt of Pemaquid" by Judge G:tl()ton (coUec-
tions Me. His·t. S,oc. vol. 2, p. 239) says: "James Phips, fa,ther of 
S1r Will:iam Phips, settled here (Pemaquid) aibout the year 1638, but 
after-wards removed to the banks of the Kennebec, in the to.wn ·of 
Woolwich." 
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But few facts are attainabl:e regarding him as a youth 
except that he desired to· ile•arn the trade ·of ship. building 
and when nineteen years of age he served an apprenticeship 
of three or f~ur years with a ship carpenter, and became 
master of the trade. 
At the age of twenty-two he removed to Boston where 
he worked in a ship yard for one year. 
At his home on the coast of Maine he had no school 
privileges and ddd not learn to read and write until his first 
year in Boston, and M.ather says : 
.--by a laudable deportment, he so recommended himself . that 
he married a young gentlewoman of good repute, who was the· widow 
of one Mr. John Hall, a well-bred merchalllt, ibut the daughter of one 
Captain Roger Spencer, a pel"!son of g.ood fashion--.3 
He acquired learning by his own efforts. and became a 
student of what hooks were accessible · in the town of 
Boston. 
As his mental growth developed, his aspirations took a 
wider ~ange and his ambition was to build a ship, own it 
and command it himself. 
He would :frequently teU the gentlewoman his wife that he should 
be the captain of a King's SJhip; that he should come to have com-
.. mand of better men than he was. now accounted himself; and that he 
should ibe owne~r of a :fair brick house in the Green lane of North 
Boston.4. ' 
Soon after his marriage he entered into what was prob-
ably· a partnership with :some Boston men to build a ship 
near his birthplace on the Maine coast, M.ather g,aying that 
--. he indented with ·several persons in Boston to buiid them a 
ship at 8-heeps-:-coat River, two or three leaguese eastward of the 
Kennebec. 
]H. :fortune was his firs·t experience in this enterprise, :for when 
the vessel was completed and he was about to load her with lumber 
the Indians made a mut~derous assault · Ulpon the irrha:bitants, and to 
preserve their lives he took them on board and gave them a :free 
passage to Broston.5 
(3) Ib 167. 
(4) Ib 168. 
(5) Ib 168. 
___ ___,;.--'-_______________ ........,__,,,, __ 
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, He was ~ doer as well as a . dreamer and possessed a · 
bold and adv~ntutesome spirit. . · · 
After arriving at Boston with his load of refugees, he 
learned from some ship captains in t\hat port of a Spanish 
wreck on,· the coast of the Bahamas, ~and that in it were 
Il}iany valuables and large quantities of gold and silver.· 
Boston friends had faith in him even if having mental 
reserination:s about the truth of this ''sailor's yarn" that 
Phips had told them. So, after some deliberation, he was 
financed to an extent sufficient to enable him to sail his ship 
to the Bahamas in search of buried treasures. His trip to 
the Bahamas, the explorations he made and the evidence 
that he found convinced him that if 'properly equipped he 
could res,cw~ this property lost in the ocean depths·. 
Instead · of returning to his home, he sailed direrctiy to 
England and presented the matter to his government.. His 
earnestness and intelligence, his appar-ent honesty, deter.;. 
mination and persuasive qualities finally won at White 
Hall. In the year 1683 he became captain of a King's Ship, 
Algier Rose, a frigate of eighteen guns .and ninety-five men. 
This voyage, however, was not successful. The crew · 
mutinied once or twice, imperiling his life, and after experi-
encing numerous hardships and dangers he again returned 
. to England and was equipped with •another ship. · 
He cast anchor at a reef of shoals a few leagues to the 
. northward of Port de la Plata, upon Hispaniola, the ·sup-
. posed pl~ace of the lost wreck. While the men were eng·aged 
in the work of exploration a sea feather attracted attention. 
One of the Indian divers was ordered to investigate. The 
diver reported that the wreckage and a number of great 
guns we.~e in the waters beneath them. Then· the real 
work of .search for and recovery of treasures began. It 
resulted in securing thirty-two tons of silver, much gold, 
pearls and jewels. 
Oaptain Phips' crew had been hired on seamen's per 
diem wages. They had evidently not been informed of the 
real purpose of the e:x;pedition and when suddenly apprised 
of it and viewing the enormous amount of wealth within 
their reach, their astonishment .. may easily be imagined. 
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Neither is it .surprising that a vicious impulse to become 
possessed of thi1s marvelous prize possessed and over-
whelmed them. 
Mather s·ays Phips 
used all the obliging arts imagin~ble to make his men true unto 
him, especially by assuring . them that besides th;eir wages they should 
have. ample requitals made unto them, which if the rest of his em-
ployers would not agre·e 'unto, b:e would himself distri:bute his own 
share among them.6 
When he returned to England in 1687 he carried with 
him treasure to the value of300,000 pounds sterling. And 
yet when he had accounted and turned ove·r to his employ- . 
ers their share, he had dealt so generoUJsly in sharing with 
hi·s men that only sixteen thousand pounds belonged to him. 
He was the hero of the hour. The Duke of Albemarle 
"made unto his wife, whom he never saw, the present of a 
golden cup, near a thousand pounds in value." 
King James II, in consideration· of the skill, energy and 
enterprise displayed in this undertaking c9nferred on him 
th~ ·honor of knighthood. 
Before he returned home he was made High Sheriff of 
New England. · 
He did not become a member of. any church until Marcll. 
23, 1690, when he joined the North Congregational Church 
in :Bosoon of which.Ootton Mather was pastor. During.the 
remainder of his life he was active in its affairs. 
On April 28, 1690, he was at the head of a naval force 
sent out by the Ma1ssachusetts Bay Colony to capture Port 
Royal. He arrived there May 11, and in a few days there-
after the· fort was surrendered to him and he took posses-1 
si1on of Nova Scotia, then held by the French, for the Eng-
lish . Crowp, and administered to ·the. inhaihitant~ an oath of 
allegiance to King WiUiam and Queen Mary. But it was 
the· increasing powe:r of Canada that the· ·colony was the 
most concerned abo:ut anddesired to conquer. 
Accordingly Phips was again· placed in command of a 
c6eet :oo .captulte, Quebec, and sailed .from Boston August 
#9, 1690. 
(6) .. )b .173. 
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This enterprise was not successful, but returned 
without serious loss of lives. 
This failure was not entirely unexpected, as the colonists 
wer·e not well prepared for it. Later he commanded an-
other and better equipped expedition to Qubec which also 
failed. 
Under King Charles I the Pilgrims obtained a patent 
from the Virginia Company and (1620) sailed for· the ne·w 
world when adverse winds changed their coul'lse and ·they 
fin.ally landed on Plymouth Rock,- and then and there began 
the making of a new nation. 
They obtained a patent (1621-22) from the Council for 
New England, partly at least through the influence of Sir 
Ferdinando Gorges who had already made gl~eat etrort9 in 
colonization on the coast of Maine. · 
Six years later they applied to the king for a royal char-
ter whi·ch was obtained. 
At first it was the intention of the government to retain 
possession of thi1s charter, but later (1629) its custody was 
placed in the hands of the colonists. There was ·some seri-
ous ·contention over this. The colonists contended that 
their charter made them a corporation on the place, while 
some eminent English jurist held that the whole structure 
. of the charter pre-supposed its residence to be in England~ 
To understand more fully the origin of the trouble which 
subsequently aros.e between tihe colony and the crown, it 
may be well to state that the Puritan leaders in America 
who were men of ability ·and intellectual power from the 
first. contended 
that their cha:rter created a corporati-on of, but not necessarily 
within England; that the powers of government which it granted 
were full and absolute, admitting .pf no ·appeal; that they held this 
not iby commiss1on, but by free donation; that they were not even 
subject to the law& of England, though by th~ terms of their charte'l: 
they were to enact no contrary laws; that pwrliament could not inter-
fere to countermand their order.s ·and judgments, nor could it set over 
them a genera:! governor witho~t their consent; that,. like Normandy, 
G•Lsteigni~, Burgundy, Flanders, and the Hanse Towns ol Gt>rmany. 
SQ were they "independent in respect of government;" yet a limif*d 
allegiance to the mother countcy- was acknowledged, because their 
commonwealth was founded upon the ·state, held its lands by . an 
Eng~lish tenure, and depended upon England for protecti'On, advice, 
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and the' "continuance of naturalization and free liegance of them-
selves· -and posterity. 7 
Th~~·~,Yl~!Y~ ~e!e m.<>re, .4~mo~ratic.than were aoc~ptable 
tp cti~.J:'le~. I ~nd·::J:)liirles~li, .. whoseJ~g~:l.adviso:r:$ JOQ}(~d 
upon. ~h~ Qolon:Y.,.§Ql~b::._as ... a ... tra41!?.J~· ... ~~;n:Po~~tloll. sqbj~ct. to 
the 11~J:'rtO'W' CQU§:tJ.:n~tifln,~of .. ,the .... eommonJa:w.. The position 
of the. Pu.~itan statesman was, however, held valid and 
adopted by the Long Parliament. But each starting with 
fundamental principles so divergent, it is not strange that 
they never harmonized. 
The coloni1sts were in considerable conflict with the 
home government froni about 1635 until the revolution in 
England (1688) when William and Mary became i!ts rulers.!., 
Cromwell, while in ·sympathy with and disposed to con-\ 
cede to them nearly everything that they claimed as their ~ ' 
rights, was engaged in tempestuous affairs in England and /)> 
had but little time to attend to. colonial matters. ;/ 
Their persecution and at tim·es barbaroU!s treatmenr·-ot 
the Quakers, and other intolerant acts, furnished the gov-
ernment with some ground for its opposition to and unfair 
treatment of the Massachusetts and Plymouth colonies, 
compelling them to surrender their charters. This· had 
bred much ill feeling and rebellion was already brewing 
when in 1680 Sir Edmund Andros was thrust upon tp.em 
as governor by the king. . J . 
In 1663, Charles II had granted iby patent tO his brfther 
the Duke of York, and afterwards King James II, certain 
territory and dominion in New England which included the 
colonies of Massachusetts, New Plymouth and the provinces 
of Maine and New Hampshire and the Narraganset coun-
try. Andros had then acted as an agent for the Duke of 
York and had charge of his military forces in New York. 
Their opinion of hlm was unfavo~aible if nQt prejudicial. 
From first to last he was in trouble with the people whom 
he undertook to govern. One of his first contentions was 
that the title to all of the lands, including those taken and 
occupied by the settlers or purchased from the Indians, was 
(7) Barry's Hilstory of Massachusetts, pp. 177-78. T:ll.e author 
also cites Winthrop's Journal and Hutchinson. 
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in the crown. H:is attempted enforcement of this doctrine . 
was a prolific breeder of disturbance and turmoil and 
ended in revolution. 
The story of thi'S rebellion need not be told here, but is 
of profound interest to one studying the. progress of .free-
dom in America. Suffice it to say that on the morning of 
Aprill8, in the year 1689, the people of the town of Boston 
armed thems~lves and with ·great deliberation, arrested and 
imprisoned their governor and all the members of hi's coun-
cil, his agents, officers and assistants. This was accom-
plished without firing . a single shot, or the loss of a drop 
of blood. It was nothing less than a mob although a solemn 
and pious one. 
After having overturned their government, they with 
equal deUberation prayerfully proceeded to set up a new 
one in its place, whi,ch was accomplished in a fejr days 
thereafter. · 
Soon after his second attempt to capture Quebec, Phips 
hastened to England to impress upon the king, if possible, 
the importance of subduing Canada. He believed it to be 
the greatest service that ·could be done for New England, or 
f.or the crown of England, in America. The king received 
him with much courtesy and was favorably disposed . to-
wards the project, Mather observing that "the king did give 
him liberty of access unto hi,m, whenever' he. desired ·it." 
But this was in the fated year of· 1688 and before Phips 
could conclude any arrangements with King James for this 
purpose, the people of liis realm had arisen in their wrath, 
dragg.ed him from· ·his throne and driven him across the 
English Channel into France. 
At this time the Reverend Increase Mather was in Eng-
land, having been sent there with other agents of the colo-
nists for the purpose of seeking the full restoration of their 
early charter rights and privileges, of course thus far with-
out avail. 
As soon as William and Mary were enthroned and ordei" 
restored, Mather procured the assistance . of Phips in 
renewed efforts to effect a settlement of all colonial dif-
ferences with .the government. 
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King William differed somewhat with the. New England 
representatives. Under his direction his attorneys drew a 
charter which virtually created a new provlince under the 
name of the Province of Massa:chusetts Bay. By its terms 
the territor~es of Ma:s,sachusetts, Plymouth and M,aine were 
united into one jurisdiction. It prqvided for a g~ernor, 
deputy governor and a secretary appointed by t.i,e king,1 
and twenty-eight councillors chosen by the peoplG:·· 
At first Mather vigorously opposed this new charter, as 
it took from his people their former privilege of electing 
their own governor and contained other radiCJal changes. 
S1ir ·Henry A·shur~st was an Englishman· of influence' who 
had long been a loyal friend to the colonies. Very soon 
after the king had submitted this document to the New 
England ag~ents, he and Phips and most of the others in-
terested decided t~~ this ~charter was, upon the whole, 
much mor~e desirable for the people than were the old 
charters, and better ad~pted to the new ·conditions which 
· had developed since their surrender. Mather was per-
suaded to agree to it.. Undoubtedly one diplomatic act of 
the king in· asking Mather to nominate officers for him to 
appoint under the new charter had a soothing effect and 
aided in bringing about the happy result. Anyhow, it 
appears that he shortly afterwards a.ssembl~ed hi'S associates 
then in London and organized a council--board who at once 
nominated Sir William Phips as their candidate for 
governor. 
He lost no time in appearing befor~e his majesty, having 
en introduced ·by the Earl of Nottingham. His report 
~ .... vminating speech to the king was as follows : 
Sir: I do, in the beha:If of New Eng'Ja,nd, most humbly thank 
Yiour Majesty, in that y;ou have been pleased by a Oharter to re·store 
English Liberties unto them, to ·confirm them in their· prape~ies, and 
,to grant them some peculiar prlvile~es. I doubt not, but that your 
subjects there will demean themselves with that :dutiful affection and 
ltv to Your Majesty, ·as that you wil~ see cause to enlarge your 
~l' iav.ours towards them. And I do most humbly thank Your 
Majesty in that you have been plea:sed to· .give unto those that are 
co,ncerned for New England to nominate their: Governour. 
,Sir Wil'Iiam Phip.s has been accordingly nominated by us at the 
Oouncil-Board. He hath done a good service for the cr9Wn, by. en-
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}.arging your dominions, 1and deducing Nova Scotia to your obedience. 
I kinow that he will :f·aithfully serve Y·our ·Maje,sty to the utmost of 
his capacity; and if your Majesty •shall think fit to confirm him in 
that place, it will ibe a fu:rlther o'bli;gation on your subjects there;S 
Cotton Mather dilates upon this occurence as follows : 
When Titus Flaminus had freed the poor Grecians from the bond-
age which had long oprpresse·d them, and the herald proclaimed among 
them the .ar.ticle·s of their freedom, they cried out, "A saviour! a 
saviour!" With su:ch loud acdamations, that the very bir·ds feH down 
:f!'lom heaven as·tonished ~at the cry. Truly, when Mr. Mather brought 
with him unto the poor New-Englanrders, not only a charter,· which 
though in divers points wanting what both he ·and they had· wishe,d 
for, yet forever delivers them from oppressions on their Christian 
and English liberties, ro:r their ancient possessions, wherein ruining 
writs of intrusion had begun to invade them all, but also· a GOVERN-
OUR who m~ght call New England hi's 'OiWn country, and who was 
albove mos~t men in it, full of affection to the interests of his country; 
the 'sensible part of the people then caused the sense of the salvati01nrs 
thus ibrought them to reach .as far as heaven itself. The various 
li,tt~e humours then WOJ1"kinig among the people, did not hinder the 
great and general ·court of the province to appoint a day of solemn 
THANKSGIVING tJo Almighty God, for "granti.nrg'' (as the printed 
order exprressed it) "a .safe arriva·1 tlo His Excellilency our Gove:rnour, 
and the Reverend Mr. Increase Mather, who have industriously e·n-
deavored the ·service of this people, and have brought over with them 
a settlement of government, in which their Majes,ties· have graciously 
given us disting-uisihi.ng marks of their royal favour and g:oodness." 
. And as the obliged people thus g:ave thanks unto the God of 
heaven, so they sent an ·address of thanks unto theh-· Majesties, with 
other letters of thanks unto SIOOlle chief mhl.isters of state, for the 
fav.ouralble •aspect herein cast upon the province.9 
It was to such a sharbtered colon:iJal government, where 
turmoil and disturbance had for many years been para-
mount with the people, that Phips was appointed to rule 
over and direct its ·destinies. 
The Province charter of 1692, was a far different in-
'strument from the colonti~al charter of 1629. The new 
governor was to reorganize what was almost a wreck. 
Where envy and discord had abounded, he wa~s to restore 
peace and good order. He must do it with what wa~p/16-
ti~ally a new form o~ government that had been forced 
(8) Magnalia p. 201. 
(9) lb 202. 
t . 
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upon its inha;bitants, that chang·ed and in some important 
ways les.sened their ·powers and radically readjusted the 
entire foundations and objects of the body politic. 
To add to all of his other perplexities, he found that by/ 
r·eason of the internal strife of the colonists they had' 
neglected to protect the settlers in the province of Maine;/ 
from the ravages of the Indians, and were themselves in-\ 
volved in quite a lively warfare with their own savages. /) 
He decided to immediately improve the situation in 
Maine, and Mather says: 
Wherefore Governour Phips took the first opportunity to raise an 
army, with which he tr·aveled in person, unto East-Country, to find 
out and cut off the barbarous enemy, which had continued for near 
:flour years together making horriMe havoc on the plantations that 
lay along the no·rthern frontiers of New England; and having pur-
sued :those worse than 8cy·thian wo'lves till :tJhey could be no :longer 
foUowed, he did with a very laudable ·skill,· and unusual speed, and 
with less cost unto the crown than perhaps ever such a thing was 
done in the world, erect a s:~rong fort at Pemaquid.lO 
Then· he was also confronted with a new and unprece-
dented condition tb:at was full of difficulties with no 1ight 
of past experience to guide him. Following their own in-
terpretation o{ the Bible, the theology of the Puritans had 
for centuries taught them that witchcraft did then, always 
had and .always would exist in the world. It· was heresy 
to doubt it. To deny its truth would call down the wrath 
of God upon their heads. 
And so when Phips 1became governor he found a part of 
the ci~izens of his commonwealth solemnly engaged in 
hanging neighbors and friends for riding on broom-sticks 
in the night time, being possessed of devils, and practicing 
''detesta:ble conjurations with sieves, and keys and pease 
and nails,· and horse-shoes." · 
Thus Sir William arrived, as stated by Hutchinson, 
at the beginning of as strange an :infatuation· as any people were 
ever o:bsessed of; a consideralble number of innocent persons were 
sacrificed to the distempered imagination, or perhaps wicked hearts 
of ·such a's pretended to be lbewitched.ll 
(10) lb 214. 
( 11) Thomas Hutchinson's History <Xf MaiSSaehusetts ( 1795) 
. v. 1, :P· 367. 
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Hi'S connection with the witchcraft situation has for 
two and a quarter centuries been both praised and con-
demned by students of New England history. 
· ·After the rebellious colonie·s had turned Andros' gov-
ernment . upside down and erected what was known as a 
"provisional government" without any authority whatever, 
they had held courts as formerly and h.ad tried and co:n-
victed witches. When Phips arrived upon the scene their 
prisons and jails were overcrowded with imprisoned men 
and women accused of witchcraft. The new ·charter was 
then in force and it empowered the General Court to es-
tablish j udicrutories and ~courts of· record ; the judges to be 
appointed by the gov~rnor. No meeting of th~ general 
court could be held for S·ever1al months. The prisonex·s 
were demanding trial as their right. An emergency 
existed. Following English precedents the governor is-
sued a comm;ission for a court- of Oyer and Terminer and 
. appointed justices to try rthe ·witchcraft cases. 
/ 
Phips had· .fallen in with Incr:ease Mather in London 
where they had renewed their acquaintance and· became 
close friends. Mather had in a way made him governor, 
and together they had brought home a charter rthat the 
people· had been ·struggling for for many years. Witch..; 
craft was a part of their religious creed. This belief among 
the people was waning, but they knew with what intensity · 
the M·ruthers yet adhered to it. And the Mathers top were 
wily and astute· politicians. It was felt among many that 
the governor was influenced by th~m. In thelanguage of 
today Increas~e Mather was looked upon as the "boss" of a 
powerful political and theological machine, and Phips was 
suspected of being a part of it. 
Tt al.c te the •ther unf•rtunate con4itiens, :Phip_ ·s liur-
riedly went to ly.Iaine which was a duty that he could not 
lo:rig·er delay. The. ~istress~ed settlers dilong these coasts 
.and bays were _on the bri:ttk of utter .t:uin and extermina-
tion at the hands of t1he. savages. Thi's expeditio.n s~ved 
these settlements, but while rthese were being saved, at 
home they were violently fighting Satan by trying, .. con .. 
victing and hanging men and women for being. children of 
the devil. · · 
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He was absent three months and during the time much 
evil had been done. These are briefly the grounds upon 
which those who have blamed Phips· have rested their case. 
While he was away, the tide in public sentiment was turn-
ing against the pro-witchcrafters. Leaders among Puri-
tans who had long been jealous of the power that the 
Mathers wielded over the people, even though they may 
not have become s.incer'e converts to the progressive ideas 
regarding witchcraft, readily reatlized that it was at least 
"good politics" to join the liberals. 
On the other hand, it is an historical fact, that Governor 
Phips immediately upon his return suspended the court, 
freed the prisoners and p~rdoned all who were left alive 
and .suspected of being poss·essed of devils. This cannot 
be gainsaid. . His critics' only reply is that he was not sin-
cere in his position. It is now impossible for ·any but an 
infinite mind to d.eter.mine what was in the heart of a 
human being two hundred and twenty-seven years ago. 
H·ence we are inclined to give good intentions the benefit 
of the doubt. And after quite a careful study of what 
facts are now attainable we believe they ·sust,ain this view. 
It is almost paradoxical to a;pply the words "liberal 
minded" to any ·of the forefathers of those days of dark-
ness. And yet there. is much to be said in f1avor of Phips 
in this regard. Cotton M:ather speaks several times of 
his belief in. "liberty of· conscience" which was quite radical 
at that time, al1.'d other things which hint of a glimmer of 
light in. this direction. He was never popular with many 
of the. Puritan leaders other than the Mathers, which fact 
may also .be reckoned in his favor, as his friendship for 
them was apparently based more upon personal than politi-
cal or. relig.ious ties. 
The "Salem 1·nitchcraft," so called, is a picture disgra.ce ... 
ful and revolting when viewed from any angle whatsoever. 
All of the grim virtues of the Puritans, and they were 
many, ·can never efface the blackness of this inhuman 
and abhorrent affair: from New England's page of history. 
It its a woful demonstration as to what depths of degrada-
tion and insane cruelty an unbridled adherence to religious 
:fianaticism may lead the human mind into. 
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The Mathers were among the ablest eX!ponents of the 
doctrine of witchcraft and defenders of the righteousness 
of punishing it 1by death. It is, therefore, interesting to read 
Cotton Mather's historical account of the proceeding'S of 
his friend Phips in ending these accursed doing.s. When 
he arrives ·at this period in the life of Phips, he devotes 
several pages in atempting to establ'i'sh the truth of witch-
craft. He begins by siaying : 
Now, the arriva~ of Sir William Ph1ps to the government of 
New England, waiS at a time when a governour would have had occa-
sion for all the ski~J in sorce;:ry that was ever necessary to a Jewish 
CounceHor; a time when scores of poor .people had newly f·allen under 
a prodigious possession of devils, which it wars then gene~ally thought 
'had ibeen iby witchcrtafts introduced. It is to !be 1confessed and he~ 
wailed, that .many dnha!b[tanlts of New Eng}and, and young peopl~ . 
esped•aiJJly, had been 1led •a1way twith il;ittlle slOcr:-ceries, wherein they "did 
'soorestly 'those things that were uot rig.h!t ~a:~a·ins:t the Lord. their 
God-"12 
and further on he says : 
Flashy people may !burle!Sque these thing,s, but when hundreds of 
the most ~sober people in a country where they have as much mother-
. wit ~certainly •aiS the rest of mankind, kn01w them to be true, nothing 
but the absurd and forward spirit of Sadducism can question them. 
I have not yet mentioned •so much a.s one thing that wil'l not be justi-
fied, if it be required •hy the oaths of more consi,derate persons than 
any that can ridicule these. odd phenomena.IJ 
He seems intent upon finding some way to excuse and 
exonerate the governor for doing the noblest act of his life. 
And he finally ·seems compelled· to say this much: 
Sir William Phips no•w beheld such deamons hideously sc·attering 
fire about the country, in the exasper,ations which the minds of men 
were on these things rising unto; ·and therefore when he had well 
canvased a cause, which perhaps might have puzzled the wisdom of 
the wisest men on earth to have managed, without any err.or in their 
administrations, he thought, if it would be any error at all, it would 
certainly be the safest for him to put a stop unto all· future prosecu-
tions .as far as it lay in him to do it.I4 
For the performance of this duty, the queen of England, 
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commended his conduct and thanked him for it in the name 
of hll.mafiity. 
His administration of colonial a:ff:airs proved of great 
benefit to the struggling settlers on the coast of Maine 
whose sufferings and destitution had heen overlooked and 
sadly neglected under the rule of Andros. 
He· fostered trade and industries among Maine people 
and especially encouraged s:hipping. He has been called by 
w:t:U.e.r.s .. the.~-founder of American ship building . 
... ~..<~···He was full of energy and traveled into every portion of 
. the colony to study the conditions of the people, to under-
stand their needs and de:Vise means for their relief and 
assistance. Regardless of the Opposition which he en-
countered, we believe that he stands out conspicuously in 
the annals of those times as a personage of high integrity, 
. unblemished honor, lofty purposes and a constant desire 
to promote .;the welfare of the people. 
All writers have generally agreed that he was the first 
public man in New England to see cle~rly that a mere 
defensive policy against France and against . their Indian 
allies was useless ; that if New England was to be properly 
defended· she must· be defended, not on the Kennebec, but on 
the St. Lawrence. Till that policy could be carried out the 
best plan· wa'S to threaten the enemy and hold him in check 
by a line of outposts.15 In pursuance of this policy he 
established two forts, one at Pemaquid ·and one near the 
mouth of the Saco.16 
In .a manuscript account of Pemaquid (supra) it is sta1ted that 
"the p·rinci:pal fort w:as built by Sir WiUiam Phips, when Gove,rnor 
of Massachusetts; in 1692, accompanied by Maj. Church, he proceeded 
with a force of 450 men to Pemaquid, and laid the foundations of 
this fort, which, in the Janguage of an old Wl'li·ter, 'was the fineist 
thing in these parts of America'." 
From that time on the colonies were more and more 
assertive in their demands that the English government 
should better protect them· from the French menace. This 
spirit springing from the patriotism and foresight of Sir 
(15) English Colonies in America, Doyle V. 2 p. 814. 
(16) Ib 313. 
~ 
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Willi~m Phips grew with the recurring events until such 
patriots as Sir William Pepperell, General Samuel W·aldo 
and their :compeers a half century later ent,orced its edicts 
at Louisburg and in the French wars~,, .. "And thi·s was in 
spite of England's continuous diplomatic folly and an un-
pardonable. lack of interest on their part in American 
affairs. In this way the s·pirit of nationalism and a desire 
for independence grew-the manifest indifference of Eng-
land to the protection of her colonies weakening the ties 
that bound them-until its fruition was .complete at Lex-
ington and Bunker Hill. 
Some writers have ·belittled him as rough, uncouth and 
irritable in his manners and intercourse with men. Two 
authors, John Gorham Palfrey and J. A. Doyle, M.A., and 
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, hav·e each produced 
valuable works on New England history, both the result 
of careful research. The former s.ays of him : "Sir Wil-
liam though rough enough at times, had powers of personal 
attraction." 17 
The latter observes that "the rough, hot-tempered, self-
made seaman was to such predecessors as Winthrop, or 
even Bradstreet, what Andrew Jackson was to the younger 
.Adams." 18 
That P.hips could lhave .s·erved .as. governor in such 
stormy times as fell to his lot, without encountering op-
position, is hardly conceivable. This came, we believe, 
largely from those envious of him and who were plotting 
and intriguing against him. 
He interfered, as it has lbeen ·said, in a .summary fashion 
with one Brenton, collector of customs at Boston~ This 
resulted in an altercation !between them. Doyle believes that· .. 
"Phi'ps had influential enemies in England ready to make 
the most of his errors and his unpopularity." It finally 
. resulted in a petition to the king to have· him removed. As 
soon as this occurred he went to England and while mak- . 
ing ready to appea~ before the king in answer to the 
(17) Palfr~y's History of New England during the Stuart Dy-
nasty, v~ 3. ' . 
(18) Enw1iS'h ~Colonies in America, Doyle V. 2,,~P· 294. 
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charges, he was taken suddenly ill and died in London. 
Mather ·says he left Boston November 17, 1694, and died in 
London FebrUJary 18, 1695. 
Portraitures of his personal appearance have been 
drawn by numerous writers since he was the shepherd boy 
of Woolwich. We apprehend, however, that all have been 
suggested by the description of Mather, his pastor and 
intimate friend~ This .is what he said: 
Reader, 'tis time for us to view a little more to the l.ife, the picture 
Df the person, the actions •of who,se life we have hitherto ibeen looking 
upon. Know then, that for his exterior, he was one tall, beyond the 
common set of men, and thick as weU . as .tan,. and strong as well 
as thick; he wa·s, in all res·pects, exceedingly ro!bust, and able to 
conquer such difficulties of diet ·and of travel, as would h!ave killed 
most men alive; nor did the fat, whereinto he grew very much in 
his later years, take away :the vigour of Ms motions. 
He was weB. ·set, •and he was therewithal of ·a very comely, though 
a very· manly countenance; a. countenance where any true skill il). 
physiognomy would have read the character of a generous mind. 
Wherefore pa'ssing to his interior, the very · . first thing which 
offered itself unto observation, was a most incomparable generosity.!~ 
At the time of his death, the president of Harvard U ni-
versity delivered "a funeral oration" which Ma,ther quotes 
. a:s follows : · 
TMsprovdnce is beheaded, and lyes, a bleeding. A GOVERNOUR 
Ls taken a·way, who was a merciful man; some think too merciful; 
jl.nd if so, 'tis best erring on that hand; :and a ri-ghteous man; who, 
when he had great opportunities of gaining by injustice, did refuse 
to do.so. 
He was a known friend unto the be.st interests and unto the 
Churches o·f God; not 1a:shamed of owning them.. No: iho:w often have 
I heard him expressing his desires to ibe an instrument of good 1,1nto 
them! He was a zealous lover o·f h!s country, if any man in the 
worJ:d were so: he exposed himself to serve it; he ventured Ms life 
t<fsave it.: in. that, .a~tru.e Nehemiah, a gove.·rnour that "sought the 
jelfare of his people." 
He was one who did not ·seek to have the goveT>nment cast upon 
him: . no, but instead thereof, to my knowledge, he did several times 
petition the King that· this people mi,ght alway;s endoy the 'great 
privilege of chttsi:ng· their· own ,governour: and I heard him express 
his desires t~at it might be so to sever.al of the chief ministen; of state 
in the Court of England. 
(19) \f.ather (Supra) 217. 
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He is now dead, and not capable of !being :flattered; but this I must 
testifie concerning .him, that though by the province of God I have 
been with ~im at home and abroad, near at home and afar off, by land 
and by sea, I ne.Ye·r saw him do any evil action, or heard him speak 
anything unbecoming a Chri•stian. 
The circrumsljjanrces of his death seem to intimate the ange·r of 
God, in that he was 'in the midst of his· days' removed; and I kno<W 
(though few did) that he had gre~t purposes in his heart, which 
probaibly would have taken effect, if h~ had liv:ed a few months longer, 
to the great advantage of this province; but now he is gone·, there 
is not a man living in the world capaciated f·or those undertakings; 




HERE appears to be ample authority to sub-. 
stantiate the claim that the Sullivans of 
Maine descended from the O'Sullivans of 
ancient Ireland. They were a powerful 
sept, who dwelt in the ·southerly part of 
Ireland and are now extensively multiplied 
on both sides of the Atlantic. Many of them have acquired 
fame in all fields of American activities. In common with 
other Milesian families, they trace their. origin to a remote 
· period in Irish history. The bards and chieftains of the 
ancient Irish preserved their national annals from the he-
.ginning of organized government under the sons of Heber 
down to the days of ana~chy and confusion resulting frmn 
English invasion. 
Irish historians assert that it is a well authenticated fact 
that under Queen Elizabeth, one measure adopted for the 
more perfect subjection of Ireland was an order to collect 
from the national and private repositories these records, 
that by gradually weakening, through their destruction,· the 
spirit of clanship, the land mdght become an easier prey to 
the -spoiler. 
Fortunately, Jio'wever, this order was only partially 
obeyed and in many of the ancient chronicles.. or psalters 
which es·caped t'his authorized vandalism, frequent mention 
is made of the O'SuiHvans and their chieftains. For cen-
turies prior to 1170 when the. English invasion first began 
upon its shores, Ireland had been as highly civilized as any 
part of western Europe. During those times and to a more 
recent date the O'Sul:livans, who were hereditary princes,. 
possessed large tracts of lands in the Province of Munster, 
and along the shores of·the Bay of Bantry and around the 
beauttiful and celebrated Lakes of Killarney. Their chief-
tains exercised an independent sovereignty and their do-
mains for a long time remaining. unmolested by the invadeTs 
they lived more peaceful lives than some of the neighboring 
clans. 
But the power of the conquerors increased with each 
successive century until the brave O'Sullivans e·arly ,in the 
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s·eventeenth century were with the rest of the Irish nation 
prostrated by. ruin and devastation. To follow the vicissi-
tudes of this once powerful clan rto the time when John 
Sullivan left Limerick in Ire1land and sailed for America 
would be a recital of one .of the darkest chapters in the his-
tory of Great Britain. This was in the year 1723. Exactly 
what his destination was is not now known. The. ship in 
which 1he sailed was driven by adverse winds on to the 
Maine coast and he landed in York. 
On this stormy voyage was the beginning of an interest-
ing romance. On the vessel was a pretty and attractive 
child named Margery Brown, then only nine years of age. 
The circumstances of her parents emigrating to America 
may never be known as it appears that they were lost at , 
sea. 
John Sullivan, when far advanced in years, wrote out 
and left with his family the following statement: 
I am the son of Major Philip O'Sullivan, of Ardea, in the county 
of Kerry. His father was Owen O'Sullivan, origina-l descendant 
from the second son o.f Daniel O'Sullivan, called 1lor·d of Bearehaven. 
He married Mary, daughter of CoJonel Owen McSweeney of Musgrey, 
and sister to G~ptain Edmond McSweeney, a noted man for anecdotes 
and witty sayings. I have heard that my grandfather had four 
countes.ses for his mother and gr:andmothers. How true· it was·, o·r 
who they were, I know not. My father died of a'n ulcer raised in his 
breast occasioned by a wound he received in France, in a duel with 
a French officer. They were all· a short-.Uved familty; they either 
died in their bloom, or went out o.f the country. I new'!' ihearrd that 
any of the men-kind arrived at sixty, and do not remember but. one 
alive when I left home.. My mother's name was Joan McCarthy, 
daughter of DeTmod McCarthy of Kitlloween. She had three brothers 
and one sister. Her mothe·r's name I forget, hut that she was daugh-
te·r to McOarthy Reagh, of Carbery. Her oldest brother, Col. Flor-
ence, alias McFinnin, and his two brothers, Captain Charles and 
Captain Owen, went in the defence of the nation against Orange. 
Owen wa's killed -in the battle o.f Aughrim. Fl•mlel!lce had a son, who 
r.etains the title of McFinnin. Charles I just remember. He had a 
charge of powder .in his face at the sie1ge of Cork. He left two sons, 
Derby and Owen. Derby married with E>llena Sullivan, of the Sulli-
vans of Bannane. His !brother Owen · married· Honora Ma:hony, 
daughter of Dennis Mahony, of Drommore, in the barony of Dunker-
ron, and aaso died in the prime of Iif.e, much lamented. They were 
short-liV'ed on both sides; but the brevity of thei;r ilives, to my gre-at 
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grief and sorrow, is ·added to the length of mine. My mother's sister 
was married to Dermod, eldest son of Daniel O',SulJivan, lord of 
Dunkerron. Her son Cornelius, as I understand, was with the Pre-
tender in Scotland, in the year 17 45. This .is all that I can say albout 
my origin~ 
Itis a well authenticated tradition that he left his home 
by reason of his mother vioh~ntly .opposing his union wtth 
a certain young lady that he was deeply attached to. 
Although his mother was a woman of Wtealth and high 
standing cin Limerick he was n.early pennliess when he left 
home and. enteted into an agr~ment with the master of 
the vessel to work for him after his arrival to pay his 
passage to America. Unaccustomed to labor he applied to 
Parson Moody, of York, whom he had been informed was 
a. man of benevolence, for ·aid. The interview resulted in 
hi!S obtaining a loa:t;J. of money from Moody and canceling 
his obligation .to :the captain. 
·John was well educated and under the advice of Parson 
Moody and SQme of his friends he opened a school at Ber-
wick and became a succes'Sful teacher in York County. He 
sympathized with his little friend, Margery, who had 
been indentured in accordance with the colonial custom of 
providing for distressed chHdren. As soon as his earnings 
would permit he redeemed her from indenture and adopted 
her and brought her up and educated her as his own child. 
When she had reached the period of maidenhood she is 
said to have .poss·ess~ed unusual charms and attractions. 
One day, while drawing water with the old well..~sweep, a 
young man, clad in city attire, came by and engaged her in 
conversrution. Fascinated by her charms, he then and 
there proposed marriage. She referred him to her father. 
The lover stated his case to Mr. Sullivan. He, consulted 
Margery who frankly admitted that she had b~en a little 
coquettish with the good looking youth, but much to his joy, 
assured him that :she had no thought of anything serious. 
But the cir'cumstance r-evealed to him his own sentiment 
towards her~ which he had discovered was other than pater-
nal. Her foster father made known .his love. It was 
mutual, and although he was :twenty years her· s·enior, S·O 
far as any records or 'evidence of the matter is now access-
ible it was a happy union. 
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He soon ·after purchased a farm in Berwick, to which he 
devoted his attention when not engaged in teaching. Much 
of the time he had tw:o schools under hi~s charge. 
· He has been Jescribed ·as "a marked man in his pers·onal 
appearance, of great natural a:bilities .and mental culti-. 
vation." He was reared in the faith of the Catholic church. 
Amory1 asserts that he ddd no't attend. religious services in 
the neighborhood where there were only Protestant 
~hurches, and for that reason "it · has been conjectured 
Mwster Sullivan kept steadfast to the faith of his child-
hood." He lived to the venerable age of 105 years and was 
beloved and res,pected by .all who knew him. Writers have 
portrayed his wife as an excellent woman of great energy 
and firmness · of character. Amory (supra) says: "Her 
sons very probably inherited largely from her the ambition 
and industry that made them useful and distinguished."· 
James, the fourth son of John S11llivan, was born in Ber-
wick, Maine, April 22, 17 44. As a boy he worked on his 
father's farm attending to duties common to such a life, · 
which then included a. donstant watchfu~ness to guar.d 
against the preda;tory forays of the Indians. His father 
designed to rear him for mHitary service but an accident 
which happened to him when a lad changed the course of 
his life. This was the complicated fracture of one of his 
legs while felling a tree. His foot, while pressed upon a 
bran0h to secure better play for his axe, accidentally slip..; 
ping, the. bent tree sprang into place. James was thrown 
down, and his leg, caught in the cleft, was badly broken. 
The usual version of the story adds that, while thus pros-
trate, he ·cut his limb free with his axe, and, dragging hin1~ 
self along the ground to the stone-drag, contrived to work 
hi's ·way on to it, and drive the oxen home, the distance of 
a mile, to his father's house. This accident led to a long 
illness, and tthe consequence was lameness for life.2 
John Sullivan, Jr., the oldest brother of James was a· 
lawyer of ability in Durham, New Hampshire. He was a 
revolutionary general of renown, prominent in the Conti-
(1) Amory's Life of James Sul!livan (Boston, 1859). 
(2) lb. p. 21. • 
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nental Congress, once governor of his state, and was a man 
highly respected and honored at home and throughout the 
country . 
.About 1764 J am.es entered his office as a student at law. 
While living there he became acquainted with Hatty 
Odiorne, daughter of William Odiorne a ship builder, and 
also commissioner under the royal government. He was 
married to Miss Odiorne Feb. 22, 1768. As ~soon as he had 
completed his course of legal studies he went to Georgetown· 
in his native state and commenced the practi·ce of law. It 
was only a small village with poor business. prospects." It 
is related that some one asked him why he had chosen 
such a place for the beginning of his legal c~reer. His 
~mswer was that wishing to break into the world some-
where, he had concluded to assail it at its weakestt point. 
N·ot far above, on the bank of the Kennebec river in 
what is now the town of Dresden is still standing an ancient 
building, long since used for other purpo~es, which wras then 
the court house for the county of Lincoln: It had been 
erected some years earlier by the Plymouth Company, who 
were proprietors of extensive tracts of land on the Ken-
nebec, under the supervision of Dr. ·Sylvester"' Gardiner. 
Within its walls have been heard .the eloquent voice-s of 
James Otis, John Adams, the Quincys, the Sewalls and other 
eminent lawyers of those days. It was here that James 
Sullivan argued hs first case before a jury. 
He did not however long remain at Georgetown~ Bidde-
ford and Pepperrellborough, now Saco, were more promis-
ing towns for a young lawyer and thither he removed, lo- · 
eating in Biddeford. 
· "Rfding the circuits" of the courts was then the univer-
sal custon1. Through this system unknown to any one of 
this or even the past generation in Mwine, the attorneys of 
Boston and other large towns in the province held the pro-
fessional business of Maine towns; for when riding 1these 
circuits they not only attended !to the litigation where they 
had been retained, but secured. new cases at the same time. 
In other words the Boston lawyers iby its means held what 
was practically a monopoly of the desirable law practice in 
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Maine. It was naturally the smaHer class of business and 
law cases that fell to the local professionals. Yet. it ap:.. 
pears that youp.g Sullivan was making progress, acquiring 
an enviable reputation as an advocate and building up a 
good practice. 
But for some years prior to the revolution litigation 
throughout the Colonies almost ceased. This was caused 
by the universal opposition. to the measures of the mother 
government. Men whose minds were on problems which 
were to change the history of the world for centuries lost 
interest in dispUites with their neighbors. Business gen-
erally was paralyzed and none suffered more than the· law-
yers.· The ~ourts were virtually suspended. 
Througli his family he owned real estate in what is now 
the town of Limerick. ·The gloom which politicai eruptions 
cast over others ·did not affect him. He laid aside quill,. 
paper and wafers, and took instead ax, shovel and plow, and 
joined the settlers who had started to build ·a new town in 
York County. He la·bored on his land during the week, re-
turning eveTy Saturday on horseback, a distance of thirty 
miles, to his home and law office ·in Biddeford. He was 
popular with these settlers who named their town Limerick 
in honor of his father, who was born in Limerick, in Ire-
land. 
John Ad·ams who frequently attended the courts at Saco 
formed Sullivan's acquadntance. He and other leading law~ 
yers on the eastern circuit were pleased with him and· kfnd 
in their attentions to him. Mr. Adams mentions in his 
diary under the date of July, 1770, a vis~t made to the house 
of Mr. Sullivan. He was in company with Farnham,. 
Winthrop, and David Sewall; the latter afterwards an asso- · 
ciate with Sullivan on the supreme bench. Farnham and 
Sewall started somewhat earlier than !their companions, 
that they might order dinner at Allen'·s Tavern, at the Bid-
deford Bridge; and ·towards noon Adams and Winthrop 
joined them at the dwelling of James Sullivan. After re-· 
freshing themselves with punclh, then the usual beverage,. 
they all adjourned to the tavern to dine; and, -when they 
had finished their repast, Sullivan propos'ed tQ the party a. 
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visit to an ancient crone in the neighborhood, who, from her 
great age and accurate memory of things long past, was one 
of the wonders of. that part of !the country. She was one 
hundred and fifteen years of age, having been born in 1655, 
near Derry, in Ireland. She remembered events in the 
reign of Charles the Second, having lived under seven Eng-
Usn monarchS. a 
In a letter to his wife, dated York, 29th June, 1774, Mr. 
· Adams makes further mention of both John and James 
Sullivan: 
There is very littJJ.e business here, ·and David Sewall, David Wyer, 
John SulHvan and James Sullivan and Theophilus Bradbury are the 
lawyers who attend the inferior ·courts, and, consequently, conduct the 
causes at the superior. 
I find that the country is the situation to make estates by the 
1aw. John Sullivan, who is placed at Durham, in New Hampsbjre, 
is younger, both in ye·ars and practice, than I am. He began with 
nothing, but is now s.aid to be worth ten thousand .. pounds, lawful 
money; his brother James ha·S five or six, or perha.ps seven, thousand 
pounds, consisting in houses and lands, notes and ·mortgages. He has 
a fine stream of. water, with an excellent co·rn-mill, saw-min, fulling. 
milil, seythe-mi11 and others, in all, six mills, which are both his de-
light and his profit. As ihe has earned cash in pis business at. the 
bar, he has taken opportunities to :purchase farms of his neighbors, 
who W!anted. to sell ·and move out fulit:ili.er into the woods, at an ad-
v:antageous rate, and in this way has· ibeen growing rich. Under the 
snriles and auspices of Governor Wentworth, he has been promoted in 
the civil and military way, so that he is treated with gre·at respect in 
this neighiborhood. 
James SuNivan, brothe·r of the other, who studied law under him, 
without an academical education (and John was in .the same case), 
is fixed at Saco, ,alias Biddeford, in our province. He began with 
neither learning, books, estates, nor anything but 1his head and hands, 
and is now a very popul•ar l~wyer, and growing rich very fa·st, pu.r· 
chasing .great farms, and is a justice of the ·peace and a member of 
the Genera~ Court. 
Sentiment in ·Maine towns like Biddeford and Pepper-' 
rellborough began early to formulate a.~ainst the policy of 
Great Britain to arbitrarily govern the colonies through 
a parliament in ·which they were not represent,ed. A study 
of ·such of the old records of these. towns ·of that period 
which are now extant dis·closes the gradual yet steady 
growth 6f the spirit of American independence. 
(3) ltb. 433. 
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The New · Engl;and town meeting was tlien 'and is tod,ay 
the forum of a real democracy. Each is a small republic 
in itself. It was the one American institution that first 
demonstrated to ·the world 1that man was capah:le of self-
government. It was tih!at network of the committees of 
safety org1anized in the beginning by Samuel Adams and 
hi·s associates, and who were elected in town meetings in 
which every voter was a sovereign, that gave cohes,ive 
strength to the patriots. As· early as 1774 J,ames Sullivan 
errtbt1aced the cause of· American independence and his abil-
ity and popularitty made him a tower of stre:hgth in the 
movement with the ·inhabitants· of the ·Maine settlement·s. 
In the spring of that year he was electe(l a· rep-
resentativ~e to the General Court. On the first day 
of June the tyrannical and ·hated Boston port bill 
went into effect. I Samuel Adams and James War;. 
ren were the recognized leaders of the court which 
had convened at Salem. Upon the standing committee 
on the state of the province were four nien whose 
loyalty wa'S distrusted by Adams and Warren. They 
selected a few men whom they believed were true for con-
ference, and Sullivan was one of !these. For three nights 
they met in secrecy and devised measures for future oper.a-
tion. The third evening a plan was m'atured for the initia-
tion of a general congress for the continent to meet the fol-
lowing September at Philladelphia. The delegates were 
selected, funds provided, and letters prepared 'to the other 
colonies requesting co-operation. James Sullivan was one 
of these delegates. Behind closed doors, Samuel Adams 
having a key to it S1afe in his own pocket, the report was ac-
cepted, although the messeng·er of Governor Gag~e was then 
reading outside on the stair-case the proclamation diissolv-
ing the court. 
After Mr. Sullivan's return to his home on the 30th day 
of July, .a spirited town meeting was held in Biddeford, 
, fully endorsing the course of their representative and adopt-
ing resolutions that placed them in entire accord with the 
patriots ,()f the colonies. 
On September lst, 177 4, Governor Gage issued his pre-
cept for the Heneral Court to convene at Salem. on the fifth 
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day of October. Sensing the strong sentiment for resist-
ance that was daily increasing among ;all classes of the 
people, on the twenty-eighth day of 8eptember he made 
proclamation postponing it indefinitely. The delegates, 
many of them not hearing this, had arrived and came to-
gether. Tthey waited a. day for the· governor to appear 
befiore them ·whi·ch he did not do. They then resolved them-
selves into a Provincial Congress, choosing John Hancock 
president and Benj. Lin0oln clerk. This was t!he peginning 
of the Continental Congress of which Mr. Sullivan was an 
active and influential member. 
On the twenty-second day of December he was modera-
tor of a tovvn meeting ~n ·Biddeford, and was chosen a mem-
ber of the committee of S:afety and Inspection and em-
powered to correspond with other Maine towns. Because 
of his lameness he could not, like his brothers, take part in 
the military resistance of the country. But the effect of 
his -\noice ·and pen in behalf o!' liiberty was felt not only in 
Maine but throughout the colonies. · 
The 'Second ·session of the Continental Congress con-
vened Feb. 1, 1775, ~t the meeting house in Cambridge. A 
committee of its members was appointed to publish in a 
pamphlet the doings of the 1ate Congress, and to prepare an 
address ·to the inihabitants. Mr. Sullivan had a place on 
tha1t 0ommittee and wrote a report and address. Through 
his efforts the Congress passed measures for the protection 
of :the settlements in eastern lVlaine and he was appointed to 
consider the expediency of enlisting Indians for the war. 
He issued the following letter to the eastern tribes: 
Friends and Good Brothers: We, the delegates of the Colony of 
the Massachusetts Bay, being come together in congress to consider 
what may be best for you and ourselves to do to get rid of the slavery 
designed to be brought upon us, have thought it our duty to write you 
the fOillowing letter: 
Brothers: The great wickedn~ss of. such. as should be our 
·friends, but are our enemies, we mean the ministry of Great Britain, 
has laid droop plats to .take away our Hiberty and your liberty. They 
want to get aU our money; make us pay it to them, when they never 
earned it; to ,make fOU and us their servants; and let us have nothing 
to eat, drink, or wear, ibut what they say we shaH; and prevent us 
from having guns and powder to use, and kill our deer, and wolves, 
1----------------------------------------~----------~· 
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and other game, or to get .skins and fur to trade with us for what you 
want; but we hope soon to be able to :supply you with both guns and 
powder of our own making. 
We haVJe petitioned to Eng1land for you and us, and told them 
plainly we ·want nothing but our oW-n, and do not want to hurt them; 
but they wiJiq no't hear us, and have sent over great· ·Shi:ps, and their 
men, with guns, to make us give up, and kill us, and have killed some 
of our men; ibut we have driven them back and be·at them, and killed 
a great many of their men. 
T·he Englishmen of aU the colonies, from Nova Scotia to Georgi·a, 
have firmly resolved to stiand ltogether .and o~ppose them. Our lib-' 
erty and your liberty is the •same; we. are brothers, and what is foT 
our good is for your good; arid we, by sltanding together, sha,l·l make 
th<l!Sie wi.C'ked me11 afraid, and overcome them, and a;ll be free men. 
Captain Goldthwait has given up Fort Pownai.l into the hands of our 
enemies; we are angry at ~t, ·and we :hear y10u are angry with him, and 
we do not wonder at it. We want to know what you, our ·good broth-
er!s, want f,rom urs of clothing, or warHke stores, and we will supply 
you as fast as we can. We wilil do all for you we can, and fight to 
s:ave you, any time, and hope that none of your men, or the Indians in 
Canad~, will join ·with our enemies. You may have a great dea~ of 
influence over them. Our good hrother•s, the Indians: at Stockbridge, 
all join with us, and Sloo:ne of their men have enlasted as sol~ers·, and 
we hav:e given them that enlisted, each one, a blanket and a ribbon, 
and they will be paid when they are from home in the ·service; ·and, 
if any of you are willing to enlist, we wiH do the same for you. 
Brothers: We beseech that God wbo lives above, and that does 
what is right ·here ibelo·w, to be your friend and bless you, and to pre-
vent the desrign.s of those wicked men from hll:rting you or us. 
By this means, Indians from the Penobscot tribe and 
from other parts of Maine were soldiers in this war. He 
drafted the act·· passed by tihe Massachusetts General 
Court Nov. 11, 1775, for fitting out armed vessels to protect 
the sea coas•t; authorizing the issue of ·l~ters of marque and 
reprisal, erecting courts for the condemnation of prizes. 
John Adams in a letter to Elbridge !Gerry under date of 
Aprtl .. 10, 1810, mentions it as one of the most important 
:locuments in history as it was the first actual avowal by 
any deliberative 1body dn America of intended offensive hos-
tilities to be found in the annals of the revolution.4 
All accessible sources- of information: of the revolution-
ary period whether in books of· history or in old documents 
(4) lb. p. 62. 
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;and records attest to the fact that from the first to last, 
,/James Sullivan ~stood high in the confidence of the leaders 
in that great struggle and was admitted to their most inti-
m•ate councils. And none were more fearles:s and activ.e in· 
the cause than was he. 
He .served on the general Committee of Safety from its 
inception until the close of the war. It is related by Colonel 
Paul Revere, that, in the winter of 177 4-5, he was one of 
thirty patriots who formed a committee for the purpose of 
watching the British soldiers, and learning of their intended 
movements: When they met each member swore on the. 
Bible not to reveal any of their trans·actions but to Warren, 
Hancock, Adams, Church and one or two others.5 It was 
largely through his efforts th'at the Judas of their little 
band, Dr. Benjamin Church, was detec!ted in revealing 
their secrets to Governor Gage and summary punishment 
therefore administered to him. He had great influence 
with the council and .always. exerted it whenever necessary 
in aid of Main~ interests. 
When Captain Mowatt reduced Falmouth to ashes, his 
po:wer atthe seat of government was a great blessing to its 
distressed and homeless inhabitants. It was also largely 
through hi.s efforts that immediate action· was taken by the 
council to more .safely fortify and protect that port. 
Three admiralty judges were appointed under the act 
a~bove referr~ These were: Nathan Cushing, for the 
southern; Timothy Pickering for the central and Mr. Sulli-
van for the eastern district.· 
As we tra'Ce his career from 177 4 to the close of the Rev-
oultion we see General Washington ever placing the utmost 
. ' - . . 
confidence· in his integrity, his ability and his devotion to 
the cause of. freedom ·and seeking his counsel. About 
eighteen monti4s after he had taken his seat in the Pro-
vinci-al . Congress he was appointed by .the Council, it 
being then clothed with executive as well as legislative 
powe~s, to a seat on the qench of the Superior Court of 
J udieature~ This was the highest or supreme court of the 
(1>) Jib. p . .57. 
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province. His letter of acceptance dated M·arch_27, 1776, ? 
was as foHows : 
I am intrormed by the secr'€Jtary that. the honorable Council have· 
appointed me a justice of the Supreme Oourt, and that they request 
my answer thereto. :Since the appointment forbids my saying that 
I am entirely :incapable of transa,cting tlhe ibu;sines:s incident to that 
office, I beg 1eave to acquaint you tha1t I sh~au chee<rfu:Hy accept of, 
and studiously endeavor to qualify myself for, the honorable and im-
portant seat ·assigned me. The present relaxations of government, 
and the many d!ifficultii•es in Sltraig:hooning the reins thereof at this 
critical juncture, would be very discouraging, wer.e it not for the 
great abilitie·s of the honoraib1e gentlemen I am to sit with. This ap-
pointment is the l'!eason of my beg:ging to resign the office of judge of 
the maritime court for the eastern district of thi1s co<lony, to which 
Sl()lme time ago I had the honor of being aprpoinrted. 
His associates were William Cushing, afterwards .ap-
pointed to the Supreme Court of the United States und.er 
the federal constitution, J edediah Foster, N.athan Peaslee 
Sargent and David Sewall-It was a high honor for this 
young man who had not completed his thirty-second year. 
Yet it requir·ed cour'age to serve in that capacity. Some 
wrirter has said that those early judges "sat with ha<lters 
around their necks." These builders of a new government 
called themselves patriots and the world has ever since 
known them by thJa,t name, but the British government 
hailed them as rebels. And had the rebellion proven a 
failure the members of the highest court in rebeldom. would 
undoubtedly have been among the first to rn.ount the scaf-
fold. 
The first problem that confronted the ·Court was how to 
quickly asserqble a law library for their use, the possession 
of which was an .absolute neces:Sity. They ·could not very 
well order one from London. The la "Wyers of the oolony 
who had turned their backs upon the patriots and remained 
loyal to the crown were of the high dass of attorneys who 
owned valuable libraries. They had fled, many of them 
going to England and in their haste had left their law hooks 
behind. These were promptly confi·scated and purchased 
from the new government by rbhe new court. 
Eben Sullivan the younger brother of James as well as 
his older brother John, one of the ramo us generals of the 
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Revolution, was now captain of a company that he had 
raised at Berwick of which· N atl11an Lord was lieutenant. 
'!'his company ~had been ·in the engagement .at Bunker's Hill. 
H;e was in the Oanadiati exp·ediUon and was at one time 
taken prisoner by the Indians of Canadia, held as prisoner 
for some time and experienced suffering and crueLty at their 
hands but finally e·scaped. 
As the problems of war tim1es multiplied and perplexi-
ties became more complex his judicial duties increased and 
he began to realize that it was necessary for him to reside 
nearer the .seat of government. He loved the neighborhood 
of his nativity. In Biddeford and Pepperrellborough he had 
trusted and tried friends always devoted to his interests. 
He loved them and loved the grand ocean side where he had 
grown from boyhood to mature manhood; and the old fish-
ing and hunting ·grounds of his youth were dear to him. 
Burt feeling that .duty called him to m·ake this sacrifice, in 
February, 1778, he sold his house at Biddeford to Joseph 
Morrill and moved to Groton, in the county of Middlesex. 
A few years later·he settled in Boston which was hi·s home 
during the remainder of his life. 
• Having no written constitution they then did things 
which would today seem .strange to us. The people of Bid .. 
deford and Pepperrellborough .. reposed such confidence in 
him-and there .being then no organic law to prevent a 
member of the coul"lt from sitting in the Legislature, ·that 
after this change of a:bode he was re-elected ~as their repre-
sentative for 1778-9. 
When the question ·6f changing their form of govern-
ment by adopting a constitution entirely independent of 
their charter was agitated by the colony, he wa·s chosen to 
represent Groton in a constitutional convention and took a 
leading part in all of its deliberations. 
At this period of our history England had not abolished 
the slave trade and black men were bought and sold li,ke 
cattle in all of the colonies including the District of Maine. 
From the dawn of our political emancipatiop the glaring in-
consistency of this condition with our pretensions to 
equality and freedom was apparent to many. 
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James Sullivan was one of the earliest to call public at .. 
tention to it. The 'black m·an was then as he has ever since 
been in all of our wars, loyal to his oppressors. A black 
man was one of the victinis of the Boston massacre ~n 1770; 
and the shot whiich killed Major Pitcairn. at Bunker's Hill 
is sa·fd to have been fired by a :black slave owned· by one of 
the patriots. Judge Sullivan improved every opportunity 
in his judicial capacity, as a legis·1ator and as a publicist 
to put an end to the slave tJ.'Iaffic. 
The name of John Quincy Adams shines forth in glori-
ous splendor as the first great American to make a success-
ful fight in Congress in the Anti Slavery cause, when he 
contended for the right of petitiqn. we are however proud' 
of the ·fact that a Maine man, James Sullivan, was hi-s 
predecessor in this crusade. The difference was that fate 
gave Mr. Adams the opportunity to be with the immortals 
in the struggle. 
In 1775 he was .sent on a difficult commission to Ticon-
derowa in company with W. Spooner and J. Foster, for 
whose services the Provindal Congress passed a vote of 
thanks. 
On the fourth of July,_ 1782, Samuel Adams, Nathaniel 
Gorham, WilUa!U Phillips, J,ames Sullivan, George Cabot, 
Stephen Higginson ·and Leonard J arv:is, were appointed by 
resolve, . to consider-
What measures were to be taken to reduce the expenses of gov-
ernment, •show ·the best methiod of supplying the public tre·asury, and 
reforming. the state of the finances. 
T.owards the ·end of 1784 he was present at the Congress, 
then sitting at Trenton, as ~commdssioner for prosecuting 
the claim of Mass·achusetts to the western lands. He re-
signed his seat on the bench and returned to the practice 
of the law in Boston, but yet was never entirely diseng1aged 
from public and political affairs. In 1788 he was appointed 
judge of probate for Suffolk County. In 1790 he resigned 
his office and beca:rp.e Attorney GeneraL · 
Our forefathers' interest in preserving a history of their 
state and country was great. It ·was so in the early days of 
Maine .and remained so until recent years. Then t~e most 
eminent citizens holding the most honorable positions, gov .. 
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ernors, federal senators, congressmen, etc., were the found-
ers of our historical societies. How regrettable it is that 
many, at least, of Maine's leading men of this day and gen-
eration view this subject from such an angle of cold indif-
ference as they do. 
James Sullivan was one of the organizers of the Massa-
. chusetts Historical. Society arid .its first president. In 1792 
this Society celebrated the third centennial ·anniversary of 
the discovery of America by Columbus. Jeremy Belknap 
4eli¥ered the address tllt its meeting at Brattle Street 
church. Dr. Thacher offered prayer. That evening Han-. 
cock and Adams, the governor and li~utenant governor, 
with the council dined with Mr. Sullivan, its president, 
whose residence was· in Bowdoin square. 
Tihe government at W ashirigton, May 31, 1796, ap-
pointed him as agent for the United States, to maintain 
. their interests before the Board of Commissioners, wh~ 
were to _decide what river was the river St. Croix, according 
to the t;.fth article of the treaty of amity, commerce and nav-
igation, witth Great Britain. In the instructions from the 
government to Judge Sullivan· accompanying this notice 
appears the following: 
Your re.searches as· the historian of the district of Maine, your 
reputation as a lawyer, and your ,offidal empl(/yn:ient as the attorney-
general of MaSisachusetts, the state directly and most materiaJly in-
ter·ested in the event, have designated you as the agent of the United 
State·s to manage their claim ·of ~boundary wher·e their territory joins 
that of his Britannic Majesty, in his provihce of New Brunswick, 
formerly a part of his province o:f Nova Scotia. 
The decision of this commission as to what was the- true 
St. Croix river occasioned much discussion at the time and 
has ever since been a fertile theme of ·controversy among 
historians. The late Honorable Israel Washburn (Me. 
Hist. Soc. Coli., Vol. 8, pp. 3-103) attacked it severely 'Claim-
ing ·that the findings of the commission were wrong and 
that the St,ate of ·Maine thereby lost a valuable territory 
which rightfully belonged to it. The writer has given tha 
subject • considerable study and is now of the opinion :it was 
a correct decision. , · ' 
Politically Ju4ge Sulliv;an stood with Washington and 
Adams,. a:p.d was in accord with most of the Federalist poU-
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cies but .later was more closely allied with the Republicans. 
He never was, however, as far -as we can understand, in 
sympathy with the sedition l:aws enacted and supported by 
the Federalists. And yet as attorney gep.eral it devolved 
upon him in 1799 to prosecute Abijah Adams for libeling 
the Legislature. SUillivan prosecuted and he was indicted 
at common law, ·conviCted and sentenced to imprisonment. 
As a writer for newspapers and periodicals his record 
as an earnest advocate for freedom of the press is clear and 
certain. In that time the troub1es in France had an abiding 
influence upon American politics.. Sullivan's entire politi-
cal career evidences the fact that he was a friend to Fr,ance. 
His enemies accused him of taking this posittion because he 
was of Irish descent and France was then. assisting Irish 
rebeis. Undoubtedly there was some truth in this. At 
least we do not find anything to show a desire on his part 
to deny it. 
At the close of the eighteenth and the beginning of the 
nineteenth centuries the powerful Feder-alist party was dis-
integrating. It had served the country well during the con-
struction days. But l1wter its policies were un-American 
and it was doomed to fall. Judge Sullivan was twice the 
Republican candidate for governor and was elected in 1807. 
Both campaigns were bitter and acrimonious.-What we 
would today term "dirty politics" prevailed to ·the limit. 
His administration though brief was wise and states-
manlike and never ass·ailed by his enemies. His love for 
the people of Maine was exemplified iby his pers~istent efforts 
to secure for them the Betterment Aci, or Squatter law. It 
was finally carried through the legislature under the le·ader-
ship of William King of Bath, as roposed by Governor 
SulliV~an. 
He was re-elected governor in . and died December 
4th of that year. James had ,four brothers, Benjamin, an 
officer in ·the British Navy who was lost at sea· before the 
· Revolution; Daniel who was a captain in the Revolutionary 
War and the founder of the town of Sulliwn in the State 
of Maine; John, already mentioned, who was a major gen.; 
eral in the Continental army and Governor of New Hamp-
shire; and Ebenezer, an officer in the Revolution and a law-
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yer i.n Berwick, Maine. He had one sister, Mary, who 
married Theophilus Hardy. 
As an . author, writer and historian he will be best re-
membered. by his "History of the District of Maine," pub-
lished in Boston in 1795, and the first history of Maine to 
be published. This was foHowed by "A Hisltory of the L~and 
Titles in Mas,sachusetts." The early volumes of the Col,.. 
lections of the Mas1sachusetts Historical Society contain 
others of his writings which are V·aluable contributions to 
our colonial history. . 
His death was mourned by the· entire commonwe?-lth. 
Resolves relating to his record as a public man were passed 
by the Legislature . and an address of condolence signed by 
the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House was 
sent to his W\dow, Martha SulliV~an. The Rev. Mr. Buck-
more delivered a funeral sermon in which he said : 
T·his is not the pla:ce to -detail to you minutely the progress o-f :his· 
elevation; fT:om the ti!ITle when he firslt drew the oibs1ervation of his 
eountry, every step is marked with labor and vigor; with increasing 
confidence in the puiblic, and with unaibated zeal .and activity in the 
man. TheTe is :hard1ly a station of trust, of toil, or of dignity, in the 
commonwealth, where his name does not a1ppear, though now only as 
a part of former records; and, in the regions of scienc·e and literature, 
where we ·shiouM leas.t expect them, we find the mom frequent traces 
of his efforts, and of. his in:defati·gaMe industry. 
Samuel L. Knapp at that time wrote of him: 
Our country has a prov·erty in the characters of its great men. 
They -shed a gtlory ov;er its anna,ls, and are bright examples f·or future 
citizens. Other nations, too, may -enjoy their light. The flame of 
liberty has ibeen caught from the patriots of Greece and R'Ome by men 
who were not born in those iands, whi'le the descenda•:rii.ls of those 
patri·ots haw f,orgotten the fame of their ancestors. And should it 
happen~ contraey to all our prayers a-nd all our trusts, that the in-
habitants of this country, at some period hereafter, should ilose the 
freedom anrd the spirit of their fa·the,rrs, the hiS!bory of our Adamrse's, 
our Wauren.1s and our Sullivans, shall wake the courag·e of patriots on 
distant shores, and teach them to triumph over oppression. · 
James Winthrop said : 
.As goVJernor he ~was remarkably successful in mitigating the 
severity ~ the ,pdlitical parties which divided the state, and tberir 
leaders gener.altly and ·sincerely regretted Ms death, *l * * and was 
buried with .the h:olp!or.s conferred onr his exalted station, 'and which 




.A. BIT OF OLD ENGLAND IN 
·NEW ENGLAND 
OULD you ever chance to visit historic old 
Christ Church. in Gardiner, you would see 
r near the pulpit,. a beautiful Cenotaph of 
black marble,· about eight feet high, enclosed 
in a fine oaken frame, and cem·ented in 
the wall, bearing an inscription in Latin, 
a somewhat literal translation of which reads as follows : 
Sacred to the memory of Hilv:esteor Gardiner, who, horn in Rhode 
Island, of a famHy not obscure, studied in P·ari·s, and pr.actk:;ed medi-
cine .succe·s:sfrully a long time in Boston.· Having obtained a compe-
tency, he directed :his )attention to the civili21ation .and improvement of 
t:he e·a·s-tern country, then uncultivated. Here he leve·Ied extensive 
tracts of forest, built V'arious kinds o.f mills, ornamented the country 
with numerous ~cottages, er'}cted a Ohurch, and by the in'habitantrs of 
these parts hias richly ·deserved to he oa1led the father of the !J..and. 
Di·silinguisihed for his 'a'bilitie,s, a learned· physician, a faithful hus-
band, a good father, of incottupti!ble integrity in transacting of busi-
neSis, indclatig:able, sagadous and vdgilant, of uprig'!ht li:fe, deeply 
read in the Sacred Scripture15, 'a fimn believer in the· Christian faith 
rand who.Uy devoted to the docttrirue and ddsclipline of the C'hur·eh · of 
England, he died in Rhode Is·larrd, in the year of our Lord 1786, aged 
79. That ·he might commend to posteJ.'Iity the memory of a man who 
deserved •So well of the Church .and the Republic, and that a monu-
menit might eodSit of !his IQ/Wn gr~atitude towards hils venerable grand-
father, Robert Hallowell Gardiner, his grandson :and heir, has erected 
this honorary marlble. , 
A little to the left and . upon the southern wall of the 
Church you would see a second marble tablet which reads 
as follows: 
Tihis . :Memorial S.tone erected by the Parish of Ohrist Church, 
attests their grateful r~membrance for Robert Hallowell Gardiner, 
from y·outh to ,age, their Leader, BeTiie.factor 'and God1ly e:x1ample. 
MHOOCLXIV. 
Within the span of life of these two men may he found 
practi·cally the complete history of the settlem.e:ht and devel-
opm~nt of Gardlinerston or Gardiner for more tiha.n one 
hundred y;ears. Their idea1s of development were in many 
respe.cts radic-ally different; .Dr .• 8ilveSiter Garld~ner, al'"" 
though born in the fourth generation from the landing of 
the. emigrant, George Gardiner, upon American S·oH, was 
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wholly English in hi's ide·as of the life and development of 
a community. And by English, I refer to that class of 
English people, who at all times: powerful, influential, al-
beit conservative, ~have held possession of the land from 
time :imn1emorial. Robert Ha1llowell Gardiner, a.lthou,gh 
born in England, and coming to America shortly after the 
Revolution, while inheriting the more marked characteris;. 
tics of hi·s ~ancestors, yet at the same time was able to adapt 
himself in all essential respects to the life .,and charaClter of 
the new ·Republic. Robe:rt Hallowell Gardiner 3rd, has 
well expressed the ·differing characteristics of thesle two 
men 1in the following words : · · 
"I can rejoice{ too, with my grandfather, that the plalll; of his 
grandfather hav~ not ibeen reali~ed. It oftens happens that the 
dreams of an intensely. pl'lactlca~ and efficient man, such as Dr. Sil-
vester Gar.diner, iliave the essentials of true poe.tl'~' arid ·he dreamed 
a noble dream which :he di~~his utmost to carry into reality. 
Here, when his keen eye saw the possibilities of industrial devel-
opment, gr:ea.tetr in his ,d·ay than in o:urs·, when ftihe railr01ad, the mi,ne, 
and the wheat fieM have fix·ed the industria'l cenrtr·es far from us, 
he p·lanned to establi-sh a gre:at estate, where, f·or generation after 
generation, his descend1ants ·should rei.gn supreme as lords of the 
manor, benev01lent, !indeed, but autocratic, each a law un'to himself . 
. To each such descendant he meant to give, by the orwwnership of 
every foot of ground for miles ahout, the power to regulate the 
community a1.; he ~chose, while, by not poss.e•ssing the power of aliena-
tion, ea1eh such deStcendant should be bound as closely to the soil as 
his 1Jen1ants. Dr. Gardiner hoped that his desoondants, 'SO bound, yet 
pos'Seslsing .such power, would f.oNow tJhe e:x~ample he had s·triven _ 
to set them, and that through their effor.ts peace and happine'Ss, tru'th 
and justice, religion and piety might .be e'Sttablished he<re for all gen-
erations, and so perpetuate his name hy a mo111ument more enduring 
than any triumph of the scul!ptor's art. 
It wa&, indeed, a noble dream; yet, if I may compare sma11 things 
with goo-at, the time Wa1s close at hand, when in t:he course o& human 
events, it became neces,Siary that it ts;hould pass away, and that every 
man who came to establish himself here should assume that equal 
and serparate station to which the laws pf nature and of nature's God 
entitle him. 'Dhe great Declaration, agaim~t whi'ch Dr. Gardiner 
strove, with all 'his force, made his· •petty. kingdom, nohle as ihe hoped 
that kingdom would be, forever impossible. We, w:ho are deSJCended 
from ;their loins, may surely he pardoned, if, while we caU up for a 
moment the splendid plans. of Dr. Gardiner, we take equal pride in 
his grandson, who, when yet a boy, saw, tasl :his grandfather could 
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not see, that there was a noble future lbeiore him, and w:ho; therefore, 
by hit& first act on reac:hing manhood, surrendered :the petty autocracy 
eSJtablislhed for him, threw open 'his l'ands to sale, and encouraged 
their settlement by men who sho:gJd not ibe tenants .and dependents, 
ibut equal'S! and friends. He ·saw that to he a free man in a free and 
independent community wa·s a hig:her honor than to .be lord of any 
manor, however v:ast. He sarw that .thene'w doctrine of the equality 
of all men was but the oM one of the obligatiion of every man to labor 
and to serve; and to the werlfiare of ,his place he devoted hi!:; time, Ms 
fortune and his strength. Nor was it without a rich reward, for 
who could •h01pe for it finer eulogy than that the community in which 
he had lived to more than fours,core years :should say that from youth 
to ·age he had been their [e.ader, benefactor and godlly. example?" 
The settlement and ~su:bsequ~ent development of Gardiner 
by the family for which it was. named occupies a unique 
pos1tion in the history of New England. In its inception it 
did not diffe~r materially. from many other settlements made 
in New Englan1t';' the famillies of Waldo, Pepperell, Phipps, 
and Knox are familiar illustration~ ... within our own st-ate 
of those having :it in mind to establish baronial estates simi-
lar in many respects to those found in the mother country. 
But in pra{iticatlly every instance the families were scat-· 
tered and the lands sold within a co,miparat1ively few years 
after the Thevolution. Farther South there are today typi-
cal i1lustrations of the idea which I am attempting to make 
clear. Forexample, the Carrolls, of Carrollton, Maryland, 
the Carters, of Shirley, Virginia, and, until within a very · 
few year's, the Lees, of Stratford. 
But in N e;w England tihe family of Gardiner is unique 
and from the time of their first coming to the Kennebec s·et-
tlements to the pre1sent d-ay, the hi.story of the famdly i'S 
without paraJlilel in our annals. Their owne,rship of a large 
landed estat.e, their settlement and development of the city 
bearing their name, the law of English entail whh~h rested 
for many years upon the property, the endowment of the 
Church and presentation. of the glebe lands combined with 
the presellitation of the living ·as practi,sed in England even 
to this day, the manor hous·e, in :its beautiful setting of field, 
pasture, park and wood, and the passing of the estate under 
as perfect an example of the English law of primogeniture 
as may be found anywhere in Eng•land at. the ·presen~ tl.me, 
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reads almost lUre a romance, and constitutes,. if you please, 
what may well be known a's a hit of Old England in New 
England. 
To In:ake the parallel more concrete we have here an il-
lustration of what would be trure if the descendants of Knox 
still lived·. at Montpelier, or if the des.cendants of Washing-
ton still lived at Mount Vernon, or if the de~s,cendantis of 
.Jefferson still lived at Montkello. So far as we can learn, 
the case of the Gardinel'!s is absolutely unique in New Eng-
land with but very rare instances in America. 
I must of neces1sity pa1ss over v:ery briefly those events 
in the history of the territory now known ws Gardiner prior 
to tlm settlement by Dr. Gardiner, although to the student 
of h,i:story there i·s mu,ch that is of interest. . In the earHer 
days the region about the Cobbosseecontee River seems: to 
have been a favqrite resort for Indians, who belonged to the 
K·ennebec tribe of the Abenaki nation and occupied the land 
from M·errymeeting Bay to Moosehead Lake, thus possess-
ing es,senti.ally the molSt de:sirable portion of Maine. They 
seem to have been attracted to the mouth of the Cobbossee-
contee because of the great a'bundance of :sturgeon in. its 
waters; in fa.ct it s.eems to be from the Indian word Cab-
bassa, meaning a sturgeon,· that the dver derives its name. 
It is wen known that the hierog1yph of a sturgeon was 
adopted a:s their symbol, and wa:s a ttadhed to their treatie-s 
and deeds. The ~spire of old 8t. Ann's Chur:ch, the first 
church edifice erected in Gardiner by Dr. Gardiner, was 
surmounted by a large gilt sturgeon, or Cabbass:a. 
The territory along the banks of the Kennebec was first 
included in the grant made iin 1606 by James I, to the Ply-
mouth Council; later, in 1620, the Kirig renewed this char-
ter and on January 13, 1629, 17he Kennebec.or Plymouth 
Patent WJlS conveyed to William -Bradfiord and his associ-
a~s. · They established some trading pos~s and forts along 
the river and carried on an exceedingly prosperous busi-
ness in furs, ·and yet when ln 1661 they conveyed .the entire 
territory to Edward Tyng, Jqhn Winslow and othet·s for 
four hundred pounds, ·there .were less than thre·e hundred 
white settlers. These g:r;antees and their hei·rs held the 
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land f:or nea.l'lly a century, making but little effort to estab~ 
Ush settlements; the f.ew settlements they did make were 
so harass·ed by the Indians th~t in 17 49 there were but two 
white families above Merrymeeting Bay. Finally in June, 
1'703, a corporation was formed .known as "The Proprietors 
of the Kennebec Purchase from the 11ate Colony of New 
Plymouth;" among the lands included in this purchase was 
a tract thirty -one miles wide, exJtending from Merrymeet-
ing Bay to Norridgewock, with the Kennebec River ~n the 
centre. This Company was composed of some of the 
rich,est and ablest men from the neighborhood of Boston, 
the largest single owner being Dr. Silvester Gardine,r, one 
of th.e leading spirits in the settlem,ent of that section of the 
country. Among other owners in the new corporation were 
I Benjamin Hallowell and James Bowdoin; we find their 
names perpetuated in the names of four towns and a col-· 
lege, namely, Gardiner, Hallowell, Bowdoin, Bowdoinham, 
and Bowdoin College. 
Dr. Gardiner ·at this time was• forty-six years of age 
and was an enterprising, energetic man, with· s·ound 'judg-
ment ·and practical business talent. H·e had received his 
early education in the schools of Boston and later went 
abroad for the purpose of preparing himself for the medical 
profession. After ei·g!ht years spent in London and Paris 
he returned to Boston, Where his talents and acquirements 
·soon gained him an extensive and lucrative practice. He 
opened a store for the importation and sale of drugs and 
medicine, located at the corner of Washington and ·Winter 
Streets, his lot extending half way to Tremont Street. As 
a result of his ·business a~ctiv.ities he be·ca.me very wealthy 
for those days and at the outbr•eak of the American Revolu-
tion he undoubtedly occupied a 'high pl,ace in wealth, social 
,position and influence. · 
To ·the work of developing tihe vast resources of the 
Kennebec Purchas·e he brought an uncommon zeal~ a ripe 
judgment, ·gre•at busine1ss talent and a keen interest in the 
growth of the country; so confident, indeed, was he of suc-
cess, that· he was willing to commence at his own expense 
what. the large company of proprietors bad never been able 
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to accompHsh. He first received a grant of several hun-
dred acres of land in Pownalboro, now known a·s Dresden. 
laid out a farm, erected houses and mills, and employed a 
sloop to run from Boston to the Kennebec in the summer 
and to the Sheepscot in the winte~r. His energy rand zeal in 
the new settlement early won for him the position of mod-
erator of the Plymouth Company. To induce settlers to 
locate it was necessary to ·protect them from the Indians, 
and accordingly in 1754 the Company induced Governor 
Shirley of Massachusett~s to erect a fort 81t Wins1low, the 
blockhouse of which is still ·standing, and the Company it-
. self built Fort Western at the pJace which is now Augusta. 
In that :same year Dr. Gardiner purchased what was known 
as the Cohbosseecontee tract, extending from Bowdoin to 
Hallowell, and including within its' limits what is now 
known as Gardiner, Randolph, Pittston, Dresden, and other 
towns. No douibt he was attra.ct.ed to the site of the pres-
ent city of Gardiner by the ·stream of water which, with a 
fall of one hundred and thirty feet in les.s than a mile; was 
· tumbling over the rock!s, plainly indicating to him its future 
usefulness in driving machinery; and he was also influ-
enced by the fact that the depth of water in the Kennebec 
at this point showed that it was the true head of navig·ation. 
Dr. Gardiner proceeded to build what .is known as dam 
number one, still ~owned by his des.oo.ndants, erected a saw-
mill and grist"'mill, also a fulling mill, a wharf and several 
stores, sold or leased land to ne·w settlers on very favorable 
terms, often advancing them funds for the purchase of 
stock, erection of building.s, ·etc., ·and soon had a rent roH 
of about $6,000 per year. He bui1t a m.ansion known as 
the "Great Hous,e," a reproduction of the old Court House 
still standing in Dresden,. whi1ch was occupied as a resi-
dence by his son Willia·m until his death. At about this 
time he also established a settlement in what is now known 
as Randolp,h, directly across the river from Gardiner. 
· Either through grant from the Company in recognition 
of his distinguished s.ervices, or by purchas-e, he soon be-
came the owner of a vast ·estate. of a:bout one hundred thou-
sand. ~acres of land ·which occupied in whol~e or .in part of 
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what is now forty,..five towns, extending from Dresden to 
Norridgewock. , Even at this ear!ly period his holdings in 
the Kennebec territory were estimated to :be worth one hun-
dred and forty thousand dollars'. 
Dr. Gardiner was a most zealous churchman and a lib-
eral patron of the Episcopal Church, and had been one of 
the founder·s and early ·supporters of King's ·Chapel· in Bos-
ton; he therefore took especial pains to plant this faith on 
the soil of the Plymouth Company, and through his efforts 
and means a church was early established at Dresden, an-
other was planted further down the river, and the third, 
liberally endowed by him, was erected in Gardiner on the 
present ·Site of t~e Episcopal vestry, known for many years 
as St. Ann's-Church, named for his eldest daughter. 
Although born in America, Dr. Gardiner's residence 
a.br.oad had made him thoroughly EngHsh in hi·s sympa-
thies; he wa:s, therefore, an ardent RoYtatist :and upon the 
breaking out of the Revolutionary War remained faithful to 
the mother country. His family, with others of promi-
nence, left. Boston upon its eva.cuation by the British in 
- M·arch, 1776, and went to England wher·e they remained 
until the close of the war. It must have been a severe 
struggle for hi.m to s·ail away almost penniless, ahandoning 
his vast poss~s,s!ons in Ma·ine, ~besides a larg·e amount of 
v:aluahle ·real and person·al property · in Boston; but his 
course .was that of many other wealthy men of the GOUntry 
who remained loyal to the established government rather 
than trust to an untried one. He took with him to England 
personal pToperty amounting . to ·about four hundred 
pounds; his fine library cons:isting of over five hundred 
volumes of rare folios, quartos, octavos1 and duodecimos 
was sold at auction by William Cooper in 1778; practically 
all of his household furniture was sequestrated and sold, as · 
was also that of hi1s son-in-law, Robert HaHowell. 
If the· limits of this p~aper perrrmitted, it ·would ·be· inter .. 
esting to consrider the various influences which induced 
many of the promiment men of Massachusetts to abandon 
their native 1and, their friends and property, in :mainte-
nance of rfilieir allegiance to iihe mother, country. They 
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"Were undoubtedly men of the highest character for virtue, 
intelligence and ~social position; with slight exceptions they 
embraced the whole body of Episcopalians and included men 
of every profes:Sion. . Suffice it to say that we may now give 
to this l~arge clas,s of people who went into v.oluntary exile, 
the benefit of a liberal construction of :their motives; the 
Wins:lows, Sewalls, Tyngs, W.aldos, Ruggles, PeppereHs, 
Chandlers and Saltonstalls, native ~born and . honorable al~, 
must have act,ed ·cons.cientiously in the conclusions they un-
f,ortunately adopt·ed. 
Under date of April 10, ·1783, Dr. Gardiner wrote to 
hi~s· old friend, J ame·s Bowdoin, a~s follows :-"There is now 
an entire change in our ministry, which you will hear of 
lJefore this reaches you, and with them most iiroely a change 
of political measures. God grant us all grace to put an end 
to this devouring war, so contrary to our most holy re-
ligion; and unitre us all once more in that bond of peace and 
brotherly union .so neces·sary to the happinress of both coun-
tries, which God grant may ~soon take plac~ ·and·. give us all 
an opportunity once more to gr,eet one another as friend·s." 
After peace was finally established, Dr. Gardiner re-
turned to America and settled in Newport, Rhode Island, 
where he practiced medicine until his death in 1786. He 
was buried in Trinity Church, Boston. One of his biog.:. 
raphers has conds,ely summed up his leading character-
istics in these words:-"He was a man of probity, ·and his 
Christian fortitude ~and piety were exemplary as hi1s hon-
esty was inflexible, and his friendship s1incere." 
During his absence in England h:i:s property in America 
had been ·confi,scated, but in the cas·e of ·the Kennebec es-
tates the Attorney General found that the a,ction was· il-
legally prosecuted, and instituted new proceedings:. Be,fore 
they were completed peace was decl1ared and the proceed-' 
ings 1s•bayed. Had .it not rbeen for this flaw in the legal 
process, the hi:sibory of Gardiner ·SO far a·s . the Gardiner 
family was concerned would haVle ended. 
In 1759, Dr. Gardiner had sent his second son, William, 
to Gardinerston to engage in trade and take charge of his 
estates. In neither capacity does he llppear ·to. have been 
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much of a success; although his letters show him to have 
been a man of some education and general knowledge, yet 
his business ability WaS limited and he spent Ia lJarge portion 
of hi's time in ent~ertaining his friends, hunting, fi~shing, 
and playing practical jokes upon his neighbors. ·During 
. the Revolution his Tory senrtim,ent:s rendered him obnoxious 
to the opposite party and caused him c-ons:iderablre trouble. 
He declares that he was "7 times before committees ; 2 be-
fore General Courts, 2 in J a;·H or. confined." In 1777, he 
wtas convioted at Pownalborough, for being a per~son "in-
imically disposed" towards the srbate of Massachusetts; he 
was ;sentenced to be transported, but the MasrsachuSetts 
Council, to whdch he appealed, was prev:ailed upon to re-
verse the action o"f the court. Soon after he returned to 
Gt:trdinerston and resumed posses,sion of his estates. From 
that rtime he was not seriously molested, but his spirit· had 
been effectually cowed, ·and he allowed the squatters and 
other:s who> were dis,porsed to encroach upon the prop·erty to 
do ,about as they pleas.ed. Hi:s father's letters were filled 
with compl1aint·s ·about "Billy's" inatt-ention and neglect. 
Contrary to the usual English law and custom, Dr. Gar-
diner practically disinherited by the terms of hi-s will his 
oldest .son, John, .although ~by a codicil he bequeathed to him 
rtJhe :sum of one thousand pounds, and devised to him his 
residence in Boston and a half interest in his lands in Pow-
nalborough. Although :strictly entailing the Kennebec es-
tate's it may be presumed that since he considered that he 
was in ·re·ality founding ~a family, it was perf,eCJtly allowable 
for him to depart from the established l·aw of primogeni-
ture. As a matter of fact he S·eems to have been in some-
what strained r,elations with ·John, who disagreed with him 
in politics .and religion, being a Whig and a Unitarian; it 
further app,ears that John Gardiner was largely inst:rumen-
ta,l in· changing King',s Chapel, which his father had been 
prominent in esta:Jb1i,shing as an Episcopal Church, from the 
Episcopalian to the Unit1ari1an f:aith. 
Dr. Gardiner devised the entire Kennebec property to 
his second son, William, and ~n ·event of his dying without 
issue, so provided in his will that the estates ·should pass to 
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his grandson Robert H·allowell, on the condition that he 
should take the name of Gardiner. Willfam Gardiner 
never married, :and hence upon his death 'in 1787, Robert 
Hallowell, at that time a boy five years of age, became the 
sole heir to the vast domain of his grandfather. 
An enduring memorial to Dr. Gardiner's sincerity and 
zeal aos a Churchman is' evidenced by the terms of his will 
whereby he bequeathed to the little Ohurch of St. Ann's, in 
Gardinerston, the sum of twenty -eight pounds per year 
OAKLANDS 
forever, the same to be an anuual charge upon hi.s Cobbos-
seecontee estate; he also devised ten acres of land to be 
used as a g1eJbe. By the 1Jerms of hi1s will he connected the 
endowment of the ChurCJh with the right of presentation of 
the Jiving, ~according to the practise of Church endowments 
in England, by the successive proprietors of the Cobbossee 
· Contee Estate, which was ·strictly entailed. It is interest-
ing to note that this privilege, while existent in fact, has 
yet never been resorted to, or even by a moment thought of 
by any member of the Gardiner · famHy. Christ Church 
today, from the original endowment of Dr. Gardiner, com-
bined wi:th the judicious handling of the funds that have 
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accrued from the sale of the glebe lands, enjoys an income 
Qf a little. ov·er $500 per year. 
Robert Hallowell, who thus became the heir to the ·bulk 
of Dr. Gardiner'·s real property in Maine, wa:s the son of 
Robert and Hannah Gardiner H:allowe11, and tlhe grandson 
of Benjamin Hallowell, one of the original proprietors of 
the Kennebec Purchase. He was born in Bristol, England, 
}i'ebruary 10, 1782, during the temporary residence of his 
father's family abroad. The Hallowells were among the 
early settlers of Boston, and were ve·ry prominent in the 
affairs of that town up to the tim.e of the Revolution; like 
the Gardiners they were Royalists· and after the ev:acuation 
of Boston by the British, Robert Hallowell and his family 
withdrew to the mother country. When young Robert .was 
ten years of age the family returned to Boston where they 
occupied the family m.ansion which had escaped confiscation 
out of respect to the li:te ·estate of his p1aternal. grandmother. 
Robert HalrloweU attended the public Latin School for 
a few months and was then sent to Phillips Andover Acad-
emy;· he remained here for only a. short time and .then re-
turned to Boston where he was tutored for a tlime in the 
classics by his cousin, Rev. Dr. John Silvester John Gar-
diner, who was renowned as one of the most brilliant da:ssi-
cal scholars of his time; later he was sent to Derby Acadetmy 
in Hingham, Wihere he remained until he was fitted ·for 
col.1ege. At the age of fifteen he enterd Harvard where he 
was noted as a brilliant and thorough student, graduating 
1n 1801, the second in his ela:ss. Among his classmates 
were Channing, Story and . Stephen Longfellow. During 
one of his college va~cat:ions, in com1pany with one of his 
friends, he for ·tlhe first time· visited his Kennebec estates ; 
on the occasion of this visit the two friends traveled east-. 
ward as fa;r as Thomaston, where they enjoyed for several 
days the lavish hospitabity of General Henry Knox, at 
Montpelier. 
Two years yet remained before he should attain hi·s 
rnajority, and his constitution being naturally frail, he 
yielded to the advice of his friends and decided to tmvel in 
·Europe; he remained ·there until the early spring of 1803, 
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when his .est.ates needing 'his imtnediate attentiont he re-
turned home, .much invigorated in hea1th, although then, as 
througthout his life, always a man of seemingly deHcate con.:. 
stitution. 
On November 6, 1801, he had petitioned the Mas.s1achus-
etts Legislature to have his name changed to that of Gardi-
ner in accordance with the terms of· his grandfather's. will; 
on M·arch 11, 1802, a special act was pa~ssed by the Leg:isla-
tur·e enacting "that Robert Hallowell, tihe young·er, of Bos.-
ton,, in the county of Suffolk, gentleman, shall be allowed 
to take the name of Robert Hallowell Gardiner." 
For· a period of over a quarter of a century the Gardi-
nerston estates had r~emained practically at a standstill ; 
during thi·s time no one had properly attended to the busi:. 
ness interests of the proprietor; gradually the mHls, dam~s, 
wharves and dwellings went to decay; shingles, clapboards 
and even boards had been torn off the Great House by its 
tenant's for firewood ; legal tenants had abandoned tihe prop-
erty, and none of the land could be sold because of the en-
tail; but occupants were not wanting, and without right or 
title, squatters came in and settled on much of the land. 
\Vithin the present limits of Gardiner, of ninety-seven fam-
ilies settled there, only eleven had any legal r:ight to the 
lands which they occupied. The valley of the Cobbossee-
·Contee was a dense forest, as was all of the country back 
from the Kennebec, with the exception of an occasional 
farm. 
We ~can readily see what an appalling problem con-
fronted the heir, then a mere _youth, born and bred in lux-
ury, accustomed to the best society that Boston could af-
ford, with no business experience or training, with no wise 
friend to advise or direct him, in this new country where 
he had come into possession of these vast landed estates, 
without ready mQiley or sufficient income to develop them. 
His task was made even more form1idable by a· certain 
amount of prejudice which must needs exist against an 
absentee owner of foreign nativity,. of loyalist parentage, 
and of aristocratic kindred. There must have been, how-
ever,.a certain amount of loyalty to the family.which owned 
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the land, for ·on February 17, 1803, we find that the town · 
was set off. from ancient Pittston and incorporated under 
the name of· Gardiner, in honor of Robert Hallowell Gar-
diner. 
Mr. Gardiner arrived in Gardiner in the summer of 1803, 
after what must 'have been at that time a long and tedious 
journey from Boston. He i~mmediately P'VOceeded to repair 
the dams and mills. built by his grandfather, and offered 
Iitberal inducements for manufacturers to settle there. He 
repaired the Great House and for many years it was used 
a,s- the town tavern. He p1roceeded to break the entail, 
wisely foreseeing that his grandfather's noble plan, no mat-
ter how well suited it might have been to English minds, 
could never be in 'sympathy with the democratic institutions 
of the infant republic. T:he bre1aking of the entail was a 
slow and tedious process through the old English mode of 
fine and recovery; he further had to compensate those who 
were next in remainder to himself and his children. Nearly 
ten years had elapsed before the lands . were freed from 
this burden. 
Finding tlhat it was slow work to compromise indi-
vidually with the so-called squatters, he addressed a circu-
lar letter to every su.ch settler or tenant in the township, 
inviting them to meet him in a room engaged for ths pur-
pose at a certain day or hour. There were many intrud-
ers in the room who were disposed to make conside'rable 
trouble. The slender youth showed tlhe quality of his tem-
per and breeding by without hesitation demanding that all 
who h!ad no business ther,e should immediately leave the 
room,; such was the effect of this demand upon them that 
they were effectually cowed and at once depart,ed without 
making further trouble. He proceeded to offer such emi-
nently fair terms, either to purchase the lands, making due 
aHowance for the betterments, or to. sell upon an equally 
fair basis, that he then and there practically settled the 
matter, .only one refusing to compromise; later he was 
ejected under due process of law. Throughout the entire 
territory the cours~e of Mr. Ga~d~iner had a most salutary 
effect, as there.were many in the adjoining towns who were 
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interested observers of the result of his policy. The happy 
union of determin.ation with a conciliating regard to the 
interests and feelings of all, tended much to promote har-
mony in the community, and to create respect for the youth· 
ful proprietor. He invited ·new :inhabitants by sales and 
leases on such terms ·as promised every advantage, and be-. 
gan at once that career of liberal outlay which so largely 
aided to build up the town, and at the same tim.e make it a 
pleasant residence f.or his own family. Within ten years 
the population had doubled. 
During a period of nearly sixty years Mr. Gardiner was 
closely identified with all things that made for the business, 
social, educational and religious inter·ests of hi!s city~ He 
was not what the world terms a successful business man;. 
he was a gentleman and a scholar, possessing fine literary 
and artisti·c tastes: Inheriting those vast landed estates of 
thousands upon thousands of acres of land, had he possessed 
keen business instincts he might easily have been one of 
the wealthy men of the country. H~ erected expensive 
dams all{d later spent vast sums of money in ·the purchase 
of flowage rights, to enable him to store the· water neces-
sary for the operation of his. mills; he built the first p'aper 
mill whkh proved a very profitable investment; later he lost 
heavily in his experiments with the introduction of ma-
chinery. He built a fulling mill, a furnace, forge, nail and 
spike factory, a pail and tub factorY., and. a starch mill; 
some of these ·enterprises proved to he disastrous failures. 
Of sawmills he had many, thirteen at one time on the lower 
dam, and year aft.er year their taxes, repairs and insurance 
greatly exceeded their income. He built wharv·es which\ 
. were . always a loss to him; time .and again he aided enter-
pris.es that proved disastrous, and his losses by fire, flood 
and flailure were enormous. He felt it necessary for the 
growing needs ·of the city to invest heavily in the stock of 
the Kennebec and Portland railroad, which proved a tota,l 
loss. Fortune :and failure alike, however, he bore with 
grace and serenity .. 
No one doubts today that financially he made· a mista.ke 
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l~asin.g tihem; the burden (i}f supportiug them and. 0f foster-
ing new ·and U'ntried em.t•r:Jj)r,ises would then hav-e been .GJn 
0tMr lSll6>uldeDS, ;a1ld he would hav~ reaped the .i}r0f:its i11. the 
il!feneastd ·val:ue of ikit:; lands. -E:at Mr. Gardiner always ad-
hel'ai to ~rta.in B.l!l<glish 4deas ·0f business. H~e believed .in 
tile :Slll}>erior .~aJlta&'eS wi~in . reach of a -smaller com-
:dlUttl))'i!ty, JNS ~Sted to a llartet ··:0ne, and refused to .sell his 
ntilll pro}Yerty, anti ,i,oopt aU extended iiRterests in his ·own 
ha;n<lt;, tlrlals teaus-:ing · th'e towns~peep.l~ w be more or less 
a~~ndmt ttllpon hittuallld his f31mily. Thr{r)Ughout his long 
liN' Ml\ 1Gardia:m.- rigidly ;adheted to this policy and for a 
eentury the town has borne the ·indelible impress of ·his 
~markable character and personality. His position and 
inte'r~sts eompeiili~d hiim te parti;CJipate in every movement 
W)IiCJh had. :1?0r its rend the ~r:omoti01a of trade, manufac-
tures, agriculture, f~aeility of intercours~e or general im-
provemtent. Throughout the entire . country side he was 
faroiliady kn1Qwn as "Sq:liir.e" Gardiner, and I doubt if in 
all Ameri·ea ;d!uring the niinet~eenth century there wa.s as 
true a para~:b}el to the relation of an English Squire to his 
~illage · and te:m.antry as has •existed in Gardiner between 
Squire 'Gard:i:mler· and kis city and its people. When the 
g:rowing town ·wa;s incorporated as a city in 1850 it was 
more than dtting th.at Mr. Gardiner shoti~d becom.e its first 
1\t)a:yror, which 'Oifice he fiUed with abilirty and distinction 
fo:r tV~~o years .. 
AJ;l other inter~ests i:n the lilf'e of Mr. Gardj~er were -sec-
ondary to his loyalty to the Church in which throughout his 
l~ life he was :a d~votat believer in the faith of his fathers. 
Soon afte.r his arrival he saw the need .g,f a new church for 
the g.ir;owing parish .and d~ermined to build a more suitable 
edi®ice. In the s.pring of 1819, the corner stollre of the pres-
ent :church, known as Christ Church, was .laid, and the 
blli.Uding was completed an'd de<Hcated in September of the 
f()lll())wing y~ear.. The chtrl'tch was built of unha:mm1ered 
granite taken from a quarry in Litchfield· and. brought on 
rafts down the Cobbosseeconltee to Gardiner. It was as 
· _complete, striking and faultless a ·structure of its own 
gothic architectural style, as could he found at that time in 
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the United States, ·and made the most beautiful ecclesias-
tical edifice in Maine. Its cost was upwards of $15,000, 
nearly the eritire expense ~being borne by Mr. Gardiner. 
While the interior of the church has been ·remodelled sev-
eral times, the exterior today i.s practically the same ·as it 
was a century ago, and it stands as a model of simple, 
classic architecture, to my mind the most attractive church 
building it has ever been my good fortune to see. The 
burial lot adjoining the church, in which practically all the 
deceased members· of the Gardiner family are buried, was 
presented to the parish by Mr. Gardiner; l'ater he presented 
to rthe -city the ·beautiful common upon which the church 
faoos. ' 
So long as he lived Mr. Gardiner continued his· attendalic.e 
at this church, never missing a service unless from albsolute 
necessity; when the infirmities of age rendered· it impo3-
srble for him to sit in his accustom·ed pew, he was brought · 
into the church, and reclined on a lounge in the adjoining 
vestry room. In the .absence of a regular minister, he many 
times officiated as lay reader, and instituted a custom which 
is kept even to this day, of never closing the ·church for its 
regular services, even though a layman officiate. He estab-
li,shed and 'himself taught for many years the first Sunday 
School in Maine, if not .the first .in New England. To the 
end of his days he. was a lay delegate from Maine to the 
General Conventions of the Episcopal Church, and was 
always ·a regular attendant at all conventions for Church or 
missions in Maine. 
On the same side of the common, at the other corner,· 
Mr. Gardiner established a school, u:nique in its day, known 
as the Gardiner Lyceum, built from the s~ame material as 
Christ Church; here instruction in the class:ircs was elim-
inated and instead instructilon provided for young men in 
those departments of science .which were connected with 
agricultural and mechanical pu:r~suits, and with the general 
business and industry of the community. For a period of 
years Mr. Gardiner entirely supported this S1chool, and later 
the building was used for the High S.chool of the town. 
During the first six years of his residence in Gardiner 
he .occupied the house built by his father in Pittston, which 
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is still standing in ·an eXlcellent state of preservation. 
Finding, however, that the needs of his growing family 
necessitated a larger dwelling, he went ~across the river to 
the Gardiiner side and determined upon the locati()n for 
many years known as Oakland Place or Farms. and now 
known as Oaklands. Here he erected a large frame man-
sion . which he occupied until it was burned in 1834. He 
then commenced the building of the large manor house 
occupied by the f~mily as its residence since its completion 
in 1840. This house is built of the finest Hallowell granite, 
ornamented with buttresses., turrets and battlements of 
hammered granite, and is of the type of rural architecture 
prevailing in England during the reigns of Henry VIII 
and Elizabeth. The ar·chitect was Mr. Richard Upj.ohn, 
who designed Trinity Church, New York, and its first cost 
was about $33,000. 
In his private life Mr. Gardiner lived much after the 
fa1shion of an English country gentlem•an of means, res.iding 
the larger port'ion of .the year at Oaklands, but. invariably 
spending a few weeks every winter at his Boston re·s:idence. 
His own i~mediate fami1ly was large, there being nine chil-
dren, and together with relatives of himself or wife, f·or 
many years a family of not less than twenty dwelt under 
his hospitable roof. He entertained lavishly, and scarcely 
an intelligent or well known traveler from abroad but was 
almost !Sure to bring. letters which . thre·w open his doors. 
In the e:arly days when the judges of the Massachus,etts 
Courts came to M·aine on the1ir .annual circuits, they would 
almost invariably pass one Sunday with Mr. Gardiner in 
his hospitable home, and the following Sunday with the 
Vaugha.ns of Ha.llowell. Mr. Gardiner numbered among 
his pers·onal friends Webster, Kent, Channing, Prescott, 
Judge Story, Otis, Longfellow, Hawthorne, many of the 
Harvard profes,sors, and numerous other literary men of 
the day. . They were ·all frequently and hospitably~ enter-
tained at Oaklands. In 1847 President Polk together with 
the future President Buchanan were visitors, at Oaklands. 
Mr. Ga:vdiner was a charter member of the Maine His-
torical Society and· for ten. y.e·ars its honored president; he 
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was. a lifelong member of the Maine Agricultural Society 
and the M·aine Pomoliogieal Society, and for a period of 
many ytears was either an overseer or trustee of Bowdoin 
College. 
Throughout his long and active life he was the foremost 
citizen of his city and one o.f the best known citizens of his 
state, and when he di1ed in March, 1864, at the age of 82 
years, the entire community felt that it had sustained an 
irreparable loss. 
An interesting illustration of the likeness of 1\'Ir. Gar-
dine:r;.to· the EngUsh country g.entleman is evidenced in the 
callings towards which he directed his three sons; of course 
his oldest son, Robert HaUowell, was destined to succeed· 
him in the ownership of the estates; his second son, John 
William Tudor, was fitted for the army; while his third 
son, Frederick, was prepared for the ministry. 
Upon his death, Robert HalloweU Gardiner, second, or 
Mr. Hallowell Gardiner, as he was more commonly caHed, 
succeeded his father in the ownership of Oaklands and the 
other Gardi~er property. Like his father he was a gradu-
ate of Harvard and lived nearly his entire life in Gardiner, 
save fo~r a few years residence in the South. He well main-
tained the traditions of the family for courtesy, refinement, . 
culture and splendid hospitality. He succeeded his honQred 
father in all the interests of the Church, as well as in. the 
civic, ind!'f.tstrial and s1ocial lif·e of his city. He developed a 
keen interest in agriculture, especially in orcharding and 
gardening, and he it was who planted the beautiful orchards 
whiiCh have mad~ Oaklands famous throughout the entire 
country side. 
He numbered among his personal friends many promi-
nE:mt men of the country,,and nothing afforded hin1 greater 
pleasure than to entertadn them at his beautiful home. In 
1874, when on his eastern· tour, President Grtant and his 
·suite were, entertained at Oaklands by Mr. Gardiner. 
He dearly loved his anc;estral home, with its beautiful 
hillls-, its winding valleys, and its magnificent trees, and 
c~Hlld not bear to let any part of it go out of his possession. 
There are three. wood'ed. eminences on the e·st:ate known as 
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Mounts Tom, Di1ck and Harry; when asked to sell· to th~ 
railroad Mount Harry for a gravel bank he answered quiet-
ly :and sadly, ''.No, I cannot sell Harry; he has been with 
T·om and Dick all his lif.e. They would miss him; they 
would be lonely without him." To his poetic and imagina-
tive· nature these hills were as things of life. 
1\fr. Gardiner died Septemlber 12, 1886, at the age of 
. 77 years. Although his ownership of the estate had been 
brief, yet he had· so dosely foHowed in the footsteps of his 
father that he had come to larg·ely ta.ke his place in the ac-
tivities of the Church, the town and the various organiza-
tions throughout the state, in which his father had fQr so 
many years borne a leading part. He had no children .and 
by his will he devised Oaklands to his nephew next in re-
mainder, Robert Hallowell Gardiner, third, the oldest son 
of his brother, Colonel John William Tudor Gardiner, who 
is the present owner of the estate. Mr. Gardiner is a suc-
cessful lawyer in Boston, although he retains his citiz-enship 
iln Gardiner, and spends his summer.s there, as well as fre-
quent week ends throughout the winters. In all respects 
he is ·a worthy repres·entatiye of ·an aJble and distinguished 
family. Like his ancestors he is a zealous Churchman, and 
every Sunday when at Oaklands he .is a regular attendant 
at the little Church e·stablished by his great-great-grand-
father nearly a century and three-quarters ago. As 'a lay-
man he has held m,any high offic~s in his Church, having 
been for five yea~s Prestident of the Brotherhood of St. 
Andrew a:nd at the pres.ent time a member of its Council. 
Since 1910 he has been 8ecretary of the Commission of the 
Protestant Episcopa~ Church in the United States, ap-
pointed to bring about a World Conference on questions of 
Faith and Order. 
He hais a son, Robert Ha:Uowell Gardiner, fourth, who 
was a major in the service of the United States, during the 
World War and now associated with him in the Boston 
office, :and .also a grandson, Robert Hallowell Gardiner, fifth, 
so that the family name bids fair to be perpetuated for 
many years to come. A second soo, William Tudor Gar-
diner, who was an officer in the Milliken Regiment, resides 
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at Oaklands and maintains law offices in Augusta and 
Gardiner. 
Oaklands stands as one of the most beautiful examples 
of English rural architecture, and of splendid landsc•ape 
gardening, in our country. Its natural location on one of 
the m;ost beautiful of rivers, in the midst of fine and varied 
scenery, cannot be surpassed. The main frontage of the 
house of ninety feet faces the river, some· four or five hun-
dred yards distant, while sloping g~adually to the river i:s 
a beautiful lawn. North and south extends the broad 
river, while on either side land in the rear are the three 
wooded eminences· alre3!dy referred to as Tom, D~ck and 
Harry. In the reaT are the farmhows·e, stables, barns, 
greenhouses and gardens, whHe as fa.r as the eye can reach 
stretches ·a broad vista of field, orchard a;nd woodland. 
Across one of the deep ravines south from the house, Mr. 
Gardiner has built a footbridge of massive granite. The 
main approach to the hous·e i!S by means of a winding drive-
way through park and woodl·and, and one can catch but 
glimpses.of the house until at its very doors. A driveway 
through the entire estate leads to the rear entrance a:rid 
farm buildings. 
In the hous·e itseH, a large hall runs its entire length, 
the main portion extending to the roof. When first· built 
the . house·· contained thirty room.s, but additions mfade ·by 
the present owner have added practically a third story, 
without m~aterially altering the ori·ginal appearance, so that 
the house now numbers forty-'six rooms. The m:a!Ssive 
fireplaces in the older portions of the house are a reminde·r 
of the method of heating in its 'earlier days. The hous~e is 
splendidly finished in oak and other hard woods·, while it is 
a veritable storehouse of antique furnitur.e, much of it in 
beautiful, ma·ssive .mahogany. Upon the walls. of the hall 
and parlor:s are family portraits of :Dour or five generations 
of the family, by distinguished painters, and copies by some 
of the best Italian artists of the more celebrated p1aintings 
in the Florentine galleries, obtained by members of the 
family when abroad. Prominent among the portraits is 
that of Dr~ Silvester Gardiner, painted about 1770 by Cop-
ley, which hang.s near the entrance to the hall; it is a vivid 
' •. 
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representation of a man. past the meridian of life, and 
dressed in the scarlet coat of England, relieved by glitter-
ing buttons and white frills at the wri.st. Between the 
side curls of 'a white wig a kindly, keen old face looks out; 
a fa1ce to whose humorous curve of lip and glance of eye i:s 
added the evidence of thought and practical tendencies in 
the high forehead and vertical lines above . the nose; alto- · 
gepher ·a strong, vigorous character; a man of deep feeHngs, 
firm attachments and earnest purposes; a worthy ancestor 
of a sturdy line of descent. Another interesting portrait 
by the same distinguished arti:st is that of Dr. Gardiner's. 
oldest daughter, Ann, who was 'a famous beauty of her day, 
painted in the guise of the huntress Diallla. . 
Oaklands i•s run as a model farm by its present owner. 
Every. kind of fruit and vegetable in any way adapted to 
our climate may be found here; theorchards and extensive 
gardens are the wonder and admiration of all visitors. 
The estate compris1es nearly five hundred a.cres, wen di-
vided into field, pasture and woodland. A larg.e flock of 
sheep is kept, but. the pride of' the place is its model herd 
of dairy cows numbering some fifty head, and supplying 
the people of the town with the best of dairy products. Mr; 
Gardiner takes a ke:en .interest in agriculture, and is a 
prominent member of the state agricultural· and pomologi-
cal societies. 
Long may Oaklands stand, associated as it is with cul-
ture, refinement 'and gentle birth; long may it remain in 
the posses,sion of the sp'lendid family who have enriched it 
with enduring ·associations of the best and noblest .tradi-
tions of English family life, at the same time indelibly 
stamping the community which it has fathered with those 
ideals evolved from generations of gentle breeding and 
clean, wholesome living. It stands, monumental to that 
passion which has characterized English peop'le from the 
earliest days; for the ownership of land, and the passing 
of that land, ~enriched and hallowed by the traditions. of 
the years, through geneootion after generll.tion, in un-
broken lines of descent. Contrary as it may have been in 
some respects in its development and growth to the temper 
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and spirit of the new R-epubli!c, yet it .stands a:s a constant 
reminder of . that able, · distinguis.hed, always conservative 
but in the main just, cliass of Landed proprietors which, 
from the very beginnings of· Engl,and as a nation, has been 
the ·constant bulwark of all those institutions which we 
hold dear. It stands as a veritable hit of old England in 
our midst, serving to remind us of a day and generation, 
the hist vestiges of which are rapidly disappearing, but 
the immort,al influences of which, please God, shall never 
die. 
Since the above article has been written Robert 
Hallowell Gardiner died, June 15th, 1924, and by his will 
the title to Oakl·ands passes to his wife, Alice (Bangs) 
Gardiner. 







